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CHAIR’S WELCOME
BY JUDY GIBBONS

H

ow hard is it really to make a difference to the
world in the treatment of animals? Many would
argue that it is impossible, others would say it is not. The
problem is that really there are no compromises. Whatever
we do or eat or wear, say or think, has some impact on the
treatment of animals and it is for these reasons that a vegan
diet has been promoted during this month of January and
many are meeting the challenge, so much so, that the idea
of not eating meat is impacting in other ways too. Others
are trying a new diet and we are, all of us, on a journey to a
kinder and cruelty free world.
Live export ban overturned in Brazil
Having said all this, I was recently woken with a jolt when listening to the BBC
Foreign news bulletin from Brazil, only to hear that 25,000 cows were sent on a
journey from the port of Santos after the Government overturned in injunction to ban
the transport of live exports gained by Fórum Nacional de Proteção e Defesa Animal,
which argued that long-distance shipping amounted to animal cruelty. Needless to
say, the ‘industry’ is worth about $14billion, so is that any surprise? We need, more
than ever, to act in whatever way we can to stop live exports from wherever they
leave and CCA will support the group in Brazil in any way it can.
CCA needs your support
However, in order for us to be able to help people in other countries we need a steady
source of income. Changing attitudes is not easy and sometimes the only way is for
us to visit and talk to people on the ground, and more so in a Catholic country. Chris
Fegan, our CEO has been working very hard in this respect and you will read in his
report of the real, meaningful and insightful work he has been doing on our behalf.
Supporting other countries, being present where the big decisions are being made
and, more importantly, being able to gain access to the right people in the Vatican are
really important. Chris and CCA needs your support and, even if you are a Life
Member, could you help us by a small monthly or quarterly donation? It would be
much appreciated by the animals and enable us to represent them at the many
conferences reflecting the spirit of Laudato Si’ and other aspects of the teaching of
the church.
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Livestock carrier escapes
Brazil’s live animal export ban 25,000 cattle shipped.

Through this encyclical, or more accurately because of it, the world of
animals and all creation is becoming, thank the Lord, a matter for concern. The
message of the Catechism is clear ‘Every act of cruelty towards any creature is
contrary to human dignity’[69] and Laudato Si’ [68] ‘The laws found in the Bible
dwell on relationships, not only of individuals but also with other living beings’. So
please support us and help us to help the animals too.
It was a sad farewell to our dear member Susan Marshall whose obituary is in
the following pages. Susan was well known to many people who worked together in
the early days of ‘animal rights’ and her energy and enthusiasm is sadly missed.
CCA was represented at her funeral and we send our condolences to her family. ֍

CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS
WARMLY WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS
Phil Berthoud
Simone Hodgson
Annette Marie Hunt
Patricia and Michael Tysome
John Henson
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EDITORIAL
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

F

irst Pope Francis’ encyclical letter Laudato Si’ and
now Michael Gove’s new Animal W elfare Bill. I can’t
help feeling that, despite all the awful animal suffering still
going on in the world, we are seeing the start of a turning tide
in attitudes towards animals.
Yes, there is much that is still very depressing in the
world, as Bill Travers OBE describes in his article Born Free Saving the Rhino and as Duncan McNair KHS describes in
Save the Asian Elephant. But it is encouraging that there are
people who care enough to do something about it - organisations like The Born Free
Foundation and Save the Asian Elephant, people like you who campaign and now
politicians who are finally listening.
We report, in this edition, on a group of committed animal welfare
organisations who have joined together to write a Brexit manifesto for animals to
present to the UK government and on the new A nimal W elfare Bill that Michael
Gove is proposing which seeks to increase sentencing for animal cruelty and
recognise animals as sentient beings in UK law after Brexit. Also, Theresa Villiers
is proposing a ban on live exports. Finally, we report on the V eganuary movement
and the huge increase in popularity of veganism. These are things that are long
overdue but very welcome.
But what about new threats? We must be cautious that, wherever one hole is
plugged, another one doesn’t open. There has been a great deal of talk recently
about the significant developments in artificial intelligence (AI). This could be good
news but it could also open up many ethical challenges which we explore in the
report Should Conscious Computers Have Rights? and I should be most interested to
hear readers’ points of view on this as we debate this issue going forward.
In his article Man is Born Free Dr Gerald Taylor considers all the human and
social pressures that inhibit society’s development towards a more humane society
for humans and non-humans alike. This reminds us that these issues need addressing
while we also address the animal problems. His article, followed by Dr Richard
Ryder’s article on Painism, starts a series of discussions on the animal rights debate
to be featured in future editions of The Ark.
Thank you to everyone who has submitted articles and letters. We love to
receive them, so please keep them coming in. Please also write to politicians and
decision makers about animal matters - it really does make a difference. ֍
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NEWS FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
BY CHRIS FEGAN

C

CA has been very active, once again, in recent
times with 2017 being extremely busy in many
respects and we are also expecting a busy 2018.
AGM 2017
The AGM was held on Saturday 4th November and we were
delighted that Philip Lymbery, CEO of Compassion in
World Farming was our guest speaker. He gave an
outstanding and inspirational talk, not only about the work
of CIWF, but also of his own ‘personal journey’ of animal
welfare work over a 25 year period with anecdotes about his childhood and his love
of the natural world and of all Creation. Later in this edition of The Ark you will
find a copy of the report that I gave to the AGM of the last year’s activities.
Laudato Si’
Our work on Pope Francis’ Encyclical Letter, Laudato Si’ remains our driving force
and I am pleased that the Catholic Church in Rome and elsewhere will be reviewing
progress on the implementation of the Encyclical which is now almost 3 years old.
We will be ensuring that the voice of animals is heard in those reviews as they take
place.
Minding Animals Conference in Mexico
2018 has already started with a ‘bang’ with the Minding Animals Conference in
Mexico, which took place in January. This huge event, which in many ways is the
biggest conference about animals held anywhere in the world, only takes place
every 3 years and I was delighted that CCA were offered three speaking slots. A full
report will appear in the summer edition of The Ark. The report will include details
of the work we are trying to do in Mexico with Catholic clergy. Mexico is very
important to CCA as it is home to about 100 million Catholics, it is the second
largest Catholic country in the world by population and is second only to Brazil
which has about 125 million Catholics.
Ireland
We have been continuing our work in Ireland and I have spoken at events both at
Dublin City University and at parishes within the country and we continue to
7
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Meeting at Dublin City University Interfaith Centre. (Left to right: Dr Gareth
Byrne, Chris Fegan, Dr Martin Clynes, Carolyn Breege, Fr Séamus McEntee.)

improve our work in Ireland in preparation for the Papal visit later this year. We
have also held meetings with senior Irish politicians from both Dail Eireann and the
Irish Senate about serious animal welfare issues in Ireland, not least the situation
regarding Irish greyhounds.
I have also visited the area of the Irish border as we continue to play our part
in relation to our membership of the Brexit W orking Group for Eurogroup for
Animals, as the issue of the Irish land border has become a crucial ‘sticking point’ in
the Brexit negotiations. Along with colleague animal welfare organisations, we have
now produced various documents and briefing papers to both the British Government
and the European Union on what we expect to see in respect of animals following
March 2019 when the UK is scheduled to formally leave the EU.
Eurogroup
We continue our work with Eurogroup for Animals in other areas and, in our first
year of membership, I am delighted that we are playing a full part in their crucial
work for animals throughout Europe. You may recall that we are the first faith based
organisation ever to be allowed into membership of Eurogroup and I was delighted
when I was told by senior Eurogroup figures that we had added real value to their
work in our short time with them. I am also pleased that Eurogroup will be working
on the plight of fish and aquatics in the forthcoming year and we have already helped
in this vital work. You will find a report on the subject by the Eurogroup fish expert
8
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Members of the Eurogroup Brexit Taskforce at their last meeting held at the
USPCA offices in Newry, Northern Ireland.
in the next edition of The Ark. We often hear about the horrendous situation that
around 80 billion land animals are killed for human food consumption each year, but
the number of fish and other aquatics is very much higher and this slaughter is often
unreported.
UK Government
It continues to be a busy time in UK Government dealings with animals and we are
delighted that the Prime Minister has now ruled out any attempts to repeal the
hunting with hounds legislation and we welcome this news. It is often said that
politicians do not listen to the voters, but on this occasion the Prime Minister clearly
did and we are very pleased that she has done so. The Secretary of State for the
Environment, Michael Gove, has continued to make very encouraging statements
about animal welfare in such issues as ivory trading, CCTV in slaughterhouses and
an increase in sentences for animal cruelty and we look forward to these words
being matched by the appropriate actions in 2018. He has, however, recently
announced that he is in favour of a cull of grey squirrels. We are opposed to this
proposal and, of course, we continue to oppose the unnecessary culling of badgers.
Partner Organisations
We will continue to work both in the UK and elsewhere with partner organisations
and I am in discussion with colleagues across the animal welfare world in various
projects we plan to work on in 2018. More details will be forthcoming in the
months ahead. ֍
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BORN FREE - SAVING THE RHINO
Will Travers is President and Co-Founder of the Born Free Foundation and son of
Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers who starred in the film Born Free. Here he
explains the plight of the rhino and the work that the Born Free Foundation is
undertaking to tackle this desperate problem.
BY WILL TRAVERS OBE

A

t Born Free, we have been working tirelessly
for more than three decades to protect wild
animals. To stop their suffer ing, to pr event
their exploitation, and to conserve their future in their
natural habitats. To be a compassionate voice for the
voiceless at a time when we seem to be losing touch
with life on earth. Born Free may be most associated
with lions, thanks to the much-loved 1966 film Born
Free starring my parents Virginia McKenna and Bill
Travers, but since our humble beginnings in a room in
Chelsea in 1984, we’ve been speaking out for all wild
animals, from big cats to elephants, gorillas, wolves,
bears, pangolins – the list goes on!
There’s one wild animal that has been having a particularly tough time of late
– the rhino. These ancient, magnificent animals are thought to have roamed the Earth
in one form or another for 50 million years and once dominated whole continents.
Thousands of rhino have tragically lost their lives in recent years, and we need to
reflect on what we can do to secure a future for those that remain.
I want to start with some good news. In some parts of Africa and Asia, rhino
numbers are stable, even growing – and poaching levels are low.
However, some rhino populations are so low that the sheer lack of numbers
threatens their survival. The numbers speak for themselves: 20,000 Southern White
rhino, 5,000 Black rhino, 3,500 Greater One Horned India rhino, 100 Sumatran
rhino, 60 Javan rhino.
The greatest impact of poaching remains in South Africa where it is likely
that, despite a massive effort by both state, private conservancies, conservational
organisations, individuals and the international community, more than 1,000 rhino
were poached by the end of 2017 - the fifth year in a row that the number poached
was a thousand or more.
10
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Endangered Rhino by George Logan

I say ‘likely’ because the South African government is particularly coy with
numbers. We used to have the figures on a monthly basis. Now, the last official
figure I can find is to the end of June 2017 – and at that time it
——————— was 529, down just 13 from the previous year.
To be clear, about 5 per cent a year of the rhino found in
Born Free
South
Africa
were poached by the end of 2017. That rate is
opposes all trade
greater than the numbers that are replaced through breeding.
in rhino horn,
The situation is, in my view, made worse by one
both illegal and
relatively
new factor. In 2016, a gentleman named John Hume
under permit.
visited London. Mr Hume is the most successful captive rhino
———————
breeder in South Africa with an estimated 1,700 rhino in his
private possession. On his visit, Mr Hume told us that his recipe for saving the
rhino is to breed them, cut off their horns every year or so and sell the horn.
While the breeding is legal, the selling of the horn was not. Until recently.
In April 2017, Mr Hume challenged the national moratorium on the domestic sale
in rhino – and won. In August 2017, just four months later, Mr Hume held his first
rhino horn auction and reportedly sold an estimated half a tonne of rhino horn to
private buyers. And, I expect, not just any private buyers. Advertisements for the
11
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auction were published in Chinese and
Rhino horn
Vietnamese, so I think you can guess who
at least some of the rhino horn was
bought by, and for.
At a time when most countries
have understood the fatal link between
legal markets for ivory and ivory
poaching, South Africa, the Rainbow
Nation – well at least its leaders – seems
to have decided that selling rhino horn,
both
domestically
and
possibly
internationally, is an OK thing to do.
That’s like the Texas lawmaker
who, in August 2017, suggested that,
following the shooting tragedy in Las
Vegas, instead of gun control, there
should be gun de-control and that everyone should be allowed to carry arms. He said
it was like the old Wild West when Wyatt Earp carried a gun and shootings were
way down. What he forgot to mention was that Wyatt insisted that anyone coming to
his city had to leave their guns at the door. Legalising rhino horn will add fuel to the
poaching fire.
Some of those in favour of trade say the rhino horn trade ban did not work,
but in reality, it did! In 2000, just 12 rhino were poached, and although numbers
went up and down slightly, the total poached from 2000 to 2007 inclusive was 130,
an average of 16 a year. That was the year 2007 when whispered rumours from
South East Asia claimed that rhino horn was not only a fever reducer and possible
potency enhancer, but a cure for cancer. In the next nine full years, a total of 6,102
rhino have been poached in South Africa – an average of 678 a year. Careless talk
costs lives.
You know it, they know it, we all know it – rhino horn doesn’t cure cancer or
headaches or fever or hangovers. It is not a recreational drug nor an investment
(unless you are sick in the head). Rhino horn is made of keratin, a hard fibrous
protein also found in many other mammals – including humans - as well as birds and
reptiles, in their skin, hair, nails, claws, shells, scales, feathers, beaks and hooves.
Born Free opposes all trade in rhino horn, both illegal and under permit.
Legalising trade in rhino horn, at either a domestic or an international level, sends a
message to consumers that rhino horn is a legitimate product - and will inevitably
lead to increased demand, incentivising further poaching. Trading in horn will not
save rhinos – it could hasten their extinction. What right do we have to bring the
12
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Endangered Rhino by George Logan
rhino – a 50 million-year-old species – to the brink of extinction simply for sheer
greed, indulgence and stupidity? As the supposedly dominant species, we should be
doing everything we can possibly do to protect and compassionately conserve rhino
for the next 50 million years.
The world was always slightly mad but now it seems madder. We abandon
things that are working, risk the lives of wild animals and people on speculative
ventures, still believe we can strive for perpetual growth and deplete the planet’s
resources without understanding the consequences, elect politicians who, seemingly
inevitably, treat the environment as a low priority or, if you are unfortunate to be an
American citizen, as a no priority.
After 33 years doing this I have come to a conclusion. I honestly believe that
if we leave it up to them – our elected representatives and the bureaucracies they
surround themselves with - things will not get done or only at the last minute when
the problem has become a crisis. Then, it might be too late.
It is up to us.
You can help Born Free in its continued work to make sure that rhino are protected
and that all rhino trade is brought to an end by visiting www.bornfree.org.uk. There
are so many ways you can help – from making a donation to writing letters or
signing a petition. ֍
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SAVE THE ASIAN ELEPHANT
Duncan McNair KHS is a prominent corporate litigation lawyer with a longstanding
interest in animal welfare causes. He is founder and CEO of Save The Asian
Elephants (STAE), a Community Interest Company working for the preservation and
protection of the endangered Asian elephant. McNair founded STAE in 2015 after
hearing about the plight of the Asian elephant and travelling to India to elicit the
facts for himself. He was appointed a Knight of the Holy Sepulchre (KHS) by the RC
Church in 2002. Abigail Scott is a trustee of the UK Centre for Animal Law.
INTERVIEW WITH DUNCAN MCNAIR KHS BY ABIGAIL SCOTT

T

he Asian elephant is a desperately threatened
species. Classified as endanger ed by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature since
1986, it is estimated that the population of Asian elephants
has reduced from over one million in the late 19th Century
to barely forty thousand today. Around ten thousand of
those are captive. The majority of wild elephants inhabit
India and Sri Lanka, with ever reducing numbers in
Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, Nepal, Duncan McNair KHS
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and China.
Some states, such as Java, have already lost their entire indigenous population.
The threats to Asian elephants are man-made. The destruction of their natural
habitat has the widest effect, with intrusive human habitation and cultivation forcing
elephants into often fatal contact with man. Moreover, the obstruction of migratory
corridors isolates populations, preventing genetic diversification and increasing
susceptibility to disease. Populations are further threatened by ivory poaching and
capture for commercial purposes. For those that are captured, a life of suffering
awaits.
Pajan
‘I was horrified and appalled by the level of abuse I witnessed, inflicted upon a
sentient, intelligent and endangered species’, says Duncan McNair about his first
visit to India. He describes the capture and breaking of an elephant, a practice called
‘pajan’. ‘Baby and calf elephants are captured from the wild, with members of their
herd who try to protect them often slaughtered in the process. They are isolated,
starved and placed in a cage called a crush (or ‘kraal’) for weeks. They suffer
terrible beatings using hammers, clubs and iron spikes. Many die in the process.’
14
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A young Asian elephant endures Pajan where he suffers terrible beatings.

McNair explains how the abuse continues outside the kraal with physical and
mental torment. ‘A bull hook (‘ankus’) is used to control the elephant, a constant
reminder of their brutal training. It is used on the most delicate parts of their bodies:
behind the ears, under the toenails and around the anus. Elephants are kept alone,
malnourished, and chained for most of their lives, with constant stabbings and
beatings’.
McNair realised that although existing efforts to save individual elephants
are well-intentioned, they are ineffective for tackling the problem at source; there is
a greater driving force behind the abuse. ‘Over the last forty years, the
intensification of world travel has fuelled the use of Asian elephants for commercial
purposes, particularly in tourism, but also in festivals and temples. A large tusker
elephant can be hired for £5,000 per hour in the festival season.’
This has also brought about a change in training techniques, from positive
reinforcement to negative reinforcement. ‘Before this intensive commercialisation,
the relationship between the elephant and handler (the “mahout”) was built upon
time and trust, enabled by the exceptional cognitive ability of the elephants. What
has changed dramatically and tragically is the intense use of elephants and their
abuse by a new breed of mahouts. The mahouts themselves are in a desperate
situation. They are not well regarded in Indian or Hindu society, they live in
deprived circumstances and are economically enslaved to the industry.’
15
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Through STAE, McNair takes a broader approach to helping the elephants.
STAE employs a multifaceted strategy that includes advocating for regulation of the
Western tourist industry, pursuing proper enforcement of animal protection laws in
South East Asia and raising international pressure to protect the elephants. At its
heart is the drive to raise public awareness and influence public opinion, political
action and commercial practices towards STAE’s policies and objectives.
Law and enforcement in the range states
Asian elephants now inhabit just thirteen South-East Asian states (the range states).
Although laws vary amongst the states, India is home to the greatest number of wild
and captive Asian elephants and also holds the greatest political sway in the region.
It is unsurprising therefore that India is STAE’s main focus for change.
In India there are plentiful animal welfare laws. In particular, the Indian
Ministry of Environments and Forests Guidelines, promulgated in 2008, offer
specific, well-drafted guidance for the protection of elephants. However, McNair
argues, the enforcement of those guidelines is substantially ineffective. ‘The
problem is not the lack of laws in India. The problem is the effective and efficient
enforcement of those laws, which requires a new political will to disturb the status
quo, and pressure from the state and its agencies to bring this about’, says McNair.
‘There are green tribunals in India with excellent lawyers who often work for the
good cause of animal welfare, but they have limited jurisdiction. If there is no
efficient apparatus for effective enforcement, the effort is in vain.’
Better enforcement can only be achieved with the support of state agencies
and, in STAE’s view, raising public and political pressure is the only way of
achieving this. ‘We must never doubt that, in any functioning democracy, everyone
– politicians, parliaments, governments, commercial interests – is susceptible to
public opinion. The problem for the Asian elephants is how long have they left and
how much more terrible suffering must they endure in the meantime?’.

Capturing political and public support
‘One of the greatest challenges’, says McNair, ‘is the effective projection of our
policies and proposals upon nation states thousands of miles away. The range states
are all drastically different to the UK, and India, like all democracies, is not a
perfect plebiscite’. Despite these challenges, STAE continues to garner public and
political pressure at home and in the range states.
In 2015, Virendra Sharma MP, a member of STAE’s Executive Board,
sponsored two Early Day Motions in Parliament urging the Indian and South-East
Asian governments to end the ill-treatment of elephants. The motions quickly
gathered cross-party support with 199 signatures. Similarly, in the European
Parliament a Written Declaration on the Conservation and W elfare of Asian
16
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Left to right: Ian Redmond OBE, Duncan McNair (CEO) and Peter Collins of
STAE, prior to meeting senior FCO officials.
Elephants gathered 87 MEP signatures. STAE also met with senior officials of the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and DEFRA at the request of the former
Indian High Commissioner in London to discuss the British government’s role in
protecting Asian elephants.
McNair returned to India to discuss STAE’s proposals for reform with several
senior Cabinet ministers of the Indian Government. On his next trip, he was
accompanied by a journalist from The Mail on Sunday who delivered a three-page
exposé of the treatment of captive Asian elephants, accompanied by a second feature
a week later. Together, the online versions of these articles generated more reader
views and reader shares than any other piece in the history of The Mail group of
newspapers.
A similar article featuring STAE’s pioneering work was published by The
Sun newspaper in April 2017, followed by various features documenting disturbing
undercover footage in December 2017. Meanwhile, McNair spoke at the European
Parliament; his address was widely attended and described by the Chair as
‘dramatic and shocking’. The public’s appetite for change is clear. The various
petitions, initiated following The Mail feature, surpassed half a million signatures
last year and numbers continue to rise.
McNair draws hope from this, alongside other examples of commercial
interests buckling under public pressure. ‘Look at Virgin in the case of SeaWorld.
They listened to the public, acted quickly and had a dramatic impact on the financial
standing of the company misusing these poor animals. But, as far as the Asian
elephants are concerned the travel industry has been altogether too slow and patchy
in its response.’
17
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McNair and UK Delegation Members at the World Forum Summit in Brussels.
Harnessing change
There are opportunities on the horizon with Brexit providing a new catalyst for
change. McNair argues the UK retains great influence and has an opportunity to
take action to protect Asian elephants. ‘India wants to do business and gain inward
investment, as does the UK. But, there is a real public demand in the UK and in the
range states to protect the elephants.’
On a domestic level, STAE now advocates for the regulation of the UK’s
abundant market in elephant tourism. ‘Our country should stand up and start to
regulate the large market in elephant related holidays. At present, it is wholly
unregulated’, says McNair. It would not be the first time that STAE has influenced
government policy: in October 2017, McNair was part of a key group representing
220 charities and MPs who presented a letter to the Prime Minister demanding the
abolition of the UK ivory trade. A proposed ban was announced by government.
McNair continues, ‘Whether on principle or for political expediency, our
present government has shown a highly laudable interest in espousing animal
welfare causes. This may suggest the government’s disposition at the moment – I
hope supported by the opposition – to help with appropriate legislation and
regulation, but also the power of the electorate in speaking up. This is a cause that
commands virtually unanimous support when the basic facts are articulated.’ He
adds, ‘There are vested interests which wish to maintain the status quo, but that
should never thwart the general desire for change for the sake of these precious
animals who are so terribly abused.’
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The future for STAE
Looking ahead, STAE’s plans are wide-ranging. McNair says STAE will continue
pressing for regulation of the elephant tourism industry. ‘We are pushing for a new
law in Britain to prohibit the offering for sale or provision of holidays or facilities
abroad which involve Asian elephants, unless it can be shown that the facilities
advertised have never abused, and are not abusing, the elephants present there.’
McNair is quick to point out that this does not mean an end to elephant tourism.
‘STAE’s proposal is not synonymous with the abolition of elephant tourism; in fact,
the future of the Asian elephants may prove to depend upon responsible tourism.’
STAE
also
anticipates
damages claims in the UK when
tourists are injured or killed by
captive elephants. McNair argues that
it is reckless of the tourist industry to
send their customers to be in the
presence of captive and abused
elephants. ‘The idea that it is riskfree is absurd. Elephants are gentle
creatures but can be provoked by
constant abuse into fatal attacks.’
Most
crucially,
STAE’s
Delivering petition to 10 Downing Street
growing team will continue pressing
to raise public awareness. This entails raising awareness of the abuse of Asian
elephants, but also educating the public about how to choose ethical providers of
elephant experiences. Moreover, McNair encourages the public to let their voice be
heard, though always in a lawful and measured way. ‘However keenly felt our
views, those involved in work such as STAE’s must always engage respectfully with
governments, and likewise respect the cultures and traditions of their peoples. Our
purpose is clear but we aim to proceed consensually.’
McNair concludes, ‘There are stock letters on STAE’s website. Write to your
MP, the Prime Minister, the Leader of the Opposition, the Secretary of State at
DEFRA, the Foreign Secretary and the shadow ministers. Write to Mr Modi, the
Indian Prime Minister, to the Indian Tourism Minister and to the Indian High
Commissioner to London. Above all, join STAE, follow us on social media and
support the cause of the Asian elephant.’
For more information about STAE, visit www.stae.org.
Grateful acknowledgements to Abigail Scott, the Association of Lawyers for A nimal
Welfare and Save The Asian Elephants for permission to reproduce this article. ֍
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MAN IS BORN FREE
Dr Gerald Taylor specialises in Sociology and Politics and has a 1st class Honours
degree and PhD from Essex University. He has lectured at several institutions,
including LSU College, Southampton, and Glamorgan University.
BY DR GERALD TAYLOR

M

an is born free, yet everywhere he is in chains,
Rousseau stated at the beginning of his Social
Contract. Rousseau would probably have loved
the contemporary ‘animal rights’ debate with his eye for
paradox and irony. After all, what could be more
paradoxical or ironic than humans seeking to impose
‘human rights’ on animals and distinguishing
‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ non-human creatures on
the basis of how human they are. The irony is only
compounded by the fact that such impositions are
accompanied by protestations from some that we should not treat these ‘nonhumans’ as part of our human community.
Animals are unique and deserving of moral value because of their uniqueness
only when we deem them similar to ourselves. Far from regarding nature, animals,
non-humans, or whatever the current fashionable jargon dictates, in their own terms
these approaches impose human values and moral systems, judged by humans in
human terms, and imposed on animals with the justification that, because they
cannot tell us what they want, we have to decide for them. The judgement here is
not the problem, it is the intellectual cant which restricts our perspectives and
approaches.
The problem with the animal rights approach lies in its foundation. Defining
and advocating human rights has always been a fraught intellectual area because our
moral sensibilities so often seem irrational, as indeed they are. Then seeking to
apply these rights to ‘non-humans’ creates massive additional issues of what
creatures we (humans) deem moral. This rationalism, married to liberal
individualism, leads to an incredibly restricted and partial view of nature, animals
and us. We (humans) decide which animals are ‘rights bearing’ depending on our
(human) evaluation of what makes us human and then applying those ‘human
characteristics’ to ‘non-human’ creatures and these quasi-human animals are then
the focus of our attention whilst the rest of nature can go to hell.
The resultant intellectual mess is a mind-numbing series of subjective
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evaluations of what psychological, intellectual, emotional, physical or whatever
characteristics make us human, and the extent to which such characteristics can be
applied to ‘non-humans’. Frequently, scientific studies and anthropological
assessments are applied in a cavalier, and sometimes poorly understood, fashion. This
set of impenetrable arguments form the foundation of current animal rights theory,
excluding non-specialist humans from any kind of understanding, allowing numerous
academics to do what they like best, talk to each other with little interference and
build careers without having to worry about whether any of it makes any difference.

Gary Francione’s position - the abolition of property rights in animals
Part of this interminable pin-head dance is a debate over what ‘animal rights’ is in the
first place, highlighted by the work of Gary Francione. Francione states that any
‘animal rights’ perspective which allows, on whatever basis, the use of ‘non-humans’
purely for ‘human’ ends is not an ‘animal rights’
——————–—— perspective at all but is dismissed as ‘animal welfarist’ in
What is important is
Francione’s categorisation.
how an abolition of
In fact, this distinction seems to do little but allow
property rights over
Francione to use the debate over ‘non-humans’ as a means
non-humans would
to satisfy his own need for intellectual purity and moral
affect our relationship
certainty. Does it actually help those creatures, those ‘nonwith companion
humans’, which Francione claims to be the origin of his
animals, other nonconcerns?
humans, and the wider
As a liberal, Francione wants to liberate animals, to
natural world.
free
them
from human oppression. As a legal expert he
—————–———
sees this primarily as a legalistic issue. Francione proposes
the abolition of property in animals as a means of liberating animals. He sees this as
a moral imperative and explicitly links the abolition of property in animals to the
abolition of slavery, that is the abolition of property in humans. If we accept the
immorality of owning humans, he argues, then this also implies the immorality of
ownership of non-humans which are regarded as having equal moral worth.
Whilst this raises the established animal rights question of which animals (non
-humans) are morally worthy and which are not, I would agree with Francione that
property rights over animals is reprehensible. However, as a socialist, I confess that I
feel all property rights are dubiously based and morally reprehensible, a position I
feel is unlikely to be endorsed by Francione. Whatever my, or Francione’s, views on
property rights as they are applied to non-humans, or humans for that matter, what is
important is how an abolition of property rights over non-humans would affect our
relationship with companion animals, other non-humans, and the wider natural world.
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Comparisons with human slavery
Let us examine Fr ancione’s analogy, how has the abolition of slavery worked out
for human animals? Slavery was exemplified by abuse, this abuse took many
forms: physical abuse as slaves were subjected to violent assault; sexual abuse as
slaves lacked the freedom to effectively repel their owners and make their own
independent choices of sexual partners and mates; emotional abuse as slaves were
regularly belittled and humiliated, not just by their owners but throughout society;
and economic abuse as the product of slaves’ work was not under their control. In
addition, slaves suffered psychological damage in being identified as non-citizens
with no human rights, in effect as sub-humans. In fact they were denied ‘rights’ in
any form.
So how has the abolition of slavery improved the position for those who
might previously have been regarded as slaves? What impact has the removal of
this moral stain had? In their first film, The Y es Men, Jacques Servin and Igor
Vamos spoof the W orld Trade Organisation in a presentation given at a trade
meeting in Finland. They explicitly compare the ‘remote labour model’,
characterising contemporary globalised corporate behavior, with slavery. They
conclude that the real difference between contemporary treatment of developing
world labour by Western corporations and slavery is that contemporary corporate
practice is cheaper for those corporations, and causes fewer public relations
problems, than slavery had.
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Child labour is today’s slavery

Certainly, the living and working conditions of many in the developing
world, employed by enormous, rich Western businesses, is poor even by historical
standards. They frequently suffer physical abuse at the hand of local gang leaders;
their children and they are subject to sexual abuse through the internet and via sex
tourism; they are emotionally devalued and their lives regarded as of less importance
or significance than their richer contemporaries in Western society (anyone who
believes this is not the case might reflect on the actions of Dow Chemical following
the Bhopal disaster); and they are certainly denied control over their labour and the
product of their labour.
What may be argued is that they are free of the psychological burden of being
regarded as slaves and that they can rest secure in the knowledge that they are being
exploited as legal equals, not as sub-humans. This will be a great comfort to them,
but we do not have to look to the developed world to see modern analogies to
slavery.
It is probable that within a few miles of wherever you are reading these words
somebody is being held in a state of slavery. It is certainly the case that in the
developed world human trafficking has become widespread, to enable physical,
sexual and economic exploitation. Moreover, individuals within British society are
suffering exploitation because they are weak, vulnerable or poor. Young women are
being sexually exploited systematically throughout our country because they come
from poor or unsettled backgrounds and are therefore not regarded as ‘credible’ or
are simply seen as asking for it. People with learning disabilities and mental health
issues die in institutions which are supposed to provide care for them, and their
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Rough sleeping on the streets is escalating.
deaths are not even investigated because they are not regarded as important as others,
they are merely a burden on our society. Rough sleeping on the streets of our towns
and cities is escalating almost daily and those who suffer this indignity, although in
many cases themselves suffering from clinical mental health issues, are seen as
unworthy of the care of our modern, and wealthy, society. Children are in danger of
sexual exploitation in their own bedrooms as a result of the technology we provide
for them. The victims are usually seen, or portrayed as being undeserving, as the
architects of their own downfall, and our humanity is
bypassed because of their poverty, vulnerability, or actions ——————————
An integrated ecology
being portrayed as their responsibility and not ours.
means care for all,
Hundreds of thousands, millions of people in
removing
the abuse of
Britain today are being physically, sexually, emotionally
animals for human
and economically exploited, demeaned and dehumanised,
ends, but also
in a society which professes to support Christian values,
eradicating
the abuse
where the weakest amongst us are the most precious. All
of humans as well.
of this has no need of slavery. In fact, if these people were
——————————
slaves, were the property of others, then they would be
seen by somebody as an asset. This might at least ensure some form of housing and
a reasonable supply of food, but some in our country cannot even be certain of that.
If we abolished property in animals, as Francione wishes, would they fare any
better than these humans who are ‘free’; to starve, to be manipulated, to be raped, to
be assaulted, to be impoverished, to be belittled? It seems unlikely that a human
society which regards humans as unworthy, as unequal, as undeserving of Christian
compassion or citizens rights would ensure that these were safeguarded for animals.
Rights and protections for humans are dependent on the willingness to see all as
equal and to actively safeguard their position. If this does not exist for some humans,
can we be confident it will exist for non-humans?
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The Common Good
Human society and our natural world, the environments in which animals live and
die, are now so intrinsically linked together that the creation of human inequality
itself impacts on animals. Take agriculture, for example. The poverty in which many
of our fellow citizens live, creating a situation where they cannot afford food, forces
them to seek the cheapest food available. This in turn justifies, legitimates and
provides a profit for an appalling industrial based agricultural system which
systematically mistreats and abuses animals to provide the cheapest possible product.
When consumers do not have the resources to put animal welfare above purchasing
basic necessities, then fewer questions are asked about the means of production.
Many people seek comfort and companionship from animals, not because of
the unique attributes animals can, and do, provide to our societies as companions, but
as a means to ameliorate their very human isolation and loneliness. This leads to the
abuse of animal companions in numerous ways, often suffering alongside the humans
for whom they provide companionship. In addition, it
——————————
provides a market for the worst forms of animal treatment
What we do need to
focus on are the major in breeding for sale, and prevents animals receiving
proper treatment, emotionally, physically and as
problems we are
currently causing to our individuals, themselves.
It is for these reasons that Pope Francis’s
integrated ecology and
references
to: ‘care for the vulnerable and of an integral
the issues which are
ecology
lived
out joyfully and authentically’, and that: ‘an
corrupting our common
integral
ecology
is inseparable from the notion of the
good.
——————————— common good’, are so significant. These formulations
make no distinction between human and non-human
vulnerability, or between the human and the non-human common good. Far from it,
they are clearly all one. And so they are.
We cannot break down barriers between humans and non-humans when we
are creating barriers between ourselves and our fellow humans. An integrated
ecology means care for all, removing the abuse of animals for human ends, but also
eradicating the abuse of humans as well.
In order to do so, we need to focus on what is causing abuses of all the
creatures in our ecosphere. In particular, the unequal power relationships and claims
to resources which enable a few in our human societies to believe they have the right
to control all for their own good, and to exclude others, humans and non-humans,
from consideration. We come back to property rights in our current societies, but to
campaign against those is unrealistic and unnecessary. What we do need to focus on
are the major problems we are currently causing to our integrated ecology and the
issues which are corrupting our common good. ֍
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PAINISM: ONE COMMUNITY
Dr Richard Ryder is CCA’s Scientific Advisor and a patron of the Animal Interfaith
Alliance (AIA). At the AIA AGM on 25th November 2017 he gave the following talk
on his moral theory of Painism. Richard is a psychologist and an ethicist who coined
the words ‘speciesism’ and ‘painism’. He was twice Chairman of the RSPCA, the
founder of Eurogroup and Mellon Professor at Tulane University, New Orleans.
BY DR RICHARD RYDER

I

will outline my theory of morality which is called
Painism. In a rapidly changing world it is desirable to have
a clear morality on which to campaign for reforms. We all
need a consistent morality.
Under painism we have a moral duty to help each
individual by reducing their sufferings and increasing their
happiness, regardless of their religion, race, sex or species. It is
important to oppose speciesism. Since Darwin we have known
that all animals are related through Evolution, so we should
treat our own evolutionary relatives appropriately! Speciesism is an irrational
prejudice like sexism or racism. It is based upon morally irrelevant differences
between individuals (such as size, hairiness, autonomy or intelligence). But the
important similarity between individuals is our capacity to feel pain. My definition
of pain includes the feeling of fear, guilt, injustice, inequality and the deprivation of
liberty, as well as all ‘physical’ pains. These are all varieties of pain. There is good
scientific evidence that all animals can feel pain. If robots or computers or aliens
from outer space can feel pain then they too deserve moral rights.
My theory of Painism is based upon the following ten principles:1) The only evil is pain.
2) ‘Pain’ means any form of suffering, including all negative feelings such as fear,
guilt, the pains of injustice, lack of liberty etc.
3) Morality is about our treatment of others.
4) ‘Others’ means all beings capable of experiencing pain.
5) The only wrong is causing or allowing pain to others.
6) All sufferers have equal moral value, regardless of their race, sex, species or other
differences.
7) So X amount of pain in a dog or a robot, for example, matters equally with X
amount of pain in a human being.
8) Causing slight pain to A in order to terminate or reduce the severe pain of B may
be permissible.
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9) Adding up pains or pleasures across separate individuals is meaningless (because
no-one suffers such totals) so the quantity of sufferers does not matter, morally
speaking.
10) The wrongness of an event can be calculated not by the number of sufferers, but
by the quantity of pain experienced by its maximum sufferer.
My moral theory of Painism solves most of the problems of modern secular
ethics. It gets away from the outdated perversities of Kant and Aristotle and clarifies
the importance of ahimsa, Christian love and the Golden Rule. In effect it unites
Rights Theory and Bentham’s Utilitarianism by stressing the importance of pain and
the importance of individuals. But Painism avoids Utilitarianism’s emphasis upon
the adding up of the totals of the pains and pleasures of separate individuals.
Nobody, of course, actually experiences these totals. Utilitarianism can require, for
example, the encouragement of gang rape if the total of pleasures experienced by the
rapists outweighs the sufferings of the victim! This is clearly ridiculous and has to be
wrong. In contrast, Painism (by not adding up pains and pleasures across
individuals) condemns gang rape. Likewise painism asserts that reducing the little
pains of a million individuals does not justify causing agony to one individual.
The ability to experience Pain (broadly defined) seems to sit right at the
centre of all morality. Causing others pain or failing to reduce the pain of others is
the only sin. We are, of course, against speciesism, so causing X amount of pain to a
cat or a dog (or a robot) matters equally with causing X amount of pain to a human
being. It’s the pain that matters morally, not who suffers it. Anything that can suffer
pain is, of course, a person by definition.
There is a growing feeling in the world today that we are all one community.
Not only human beings but all nonhuman animals too. We are all parts of the
conscious community. We are all members of the community of pain. This concern
about pain (suffering) is a central issue in the world today. Painism is its basic
theory.
We need to think more about this universal community of painience. The
current debate about Article 13 of the 2007 Lisbon Treaty - the so-called sentience
clause that embraces all animals - is a case in point. We now need to expand our
concept of the Common Good so that morality, politics and the law always address
the interests of all conscious creatures and not just humans. Lawyers and politicians
please note.
So, down with the irrational prejudice of Speciesism. We are all one
community. Sufferers of the world unite! ֍
REFERENCES: Richar d D Ryder : Speciesism , Painism and Happiness : A M orality for the T wenty -First Century,
Imprint Academic, Exeter, 2011. Richard D Ryder: Painism in Encyclopedia of Applied Ethics, Ed Ruth Chadwick, 2nd
Edition, Vol. 3, Academic Press, London, 2012.
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SHOULD CONSCIOUS COMPUTERS HAVE RIGHTS?
A DEBATE
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

O

n 6th December 2017 Google’s DeepMind division announced to the world
that it had created artificial intelligence (AI) with its new algorithm
AlphaGo Zero. DeepMind’s chief, Dennis Hassabis, claimed that its new superior
algorithm could beat all the existing chess-playing computers at chess. According to
Hassabis, the difference between AlphaGo Zero and earlier programs was that the
earlier programs used the chess strategies they were programmed with, whilst
AlphaGo Zero was creating its own strategies from the basic chess rules. It was
teaching itself and, therefore, he alleged, was demonstrating creative thinking which
the earlier programs could not. It had, therefore, gone beyond being a computer and
had become a creative thinker.
But despite all Google’s hype, AlphaGo Zero is simply an algorithm, a more
advanced algorithm than the earlier ones, of course, but it is still only an algorithm.
It is not a conscious, sentient being. But does this development in AI mark a move
closer to the ultimate goal of computer sentience and, if it does, what does this mean
for ethics and morality? Should a conscious computer have rights? Should a
conscious computer be programmed with moral rules and codes of ethics?
In order to understand how to make a computer conscious, we need to
understand what consciousness is and how it is created. This is a major stumbling
block as nobody has yet been able to explain consciousness or understand how it is
created. The mathematician Roger Penrose strongly believed that AI could never
achieve consciousness. In his book The Emperor’s New Mind he asserted that there
are things going on in the organic brain at the quantum level which leads to
consciousness that could never be replicated above the quantum level and, therefore,
could never be replicated in a computer. Consciousness expert Stuart Hamerhoff
suggests that ‘quantum computing’ occurs in protein structures called ‘microtubules’
which make up the internal scaffolding of the neurons in the animal brain. So, while
the computing abilities of Google’s AlphaGo Zero algorithm may be a long way off
consciousness in computers, would it ever be possible to produce sub-quantum
processing chips that behave like microtubules in neurons?
Consciousness expert Richard Gregory likened the creation of consciousness
to the creation of electricity when a piece of copper wire is coiled around a moving
magnet. You just have to create the right structure to allow for the emergence of
consciousness.
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————————
Would the Catholic
Church or any other
Church have the
doctrine to deal with
sentient computers?
————————

So, ignoring all the technical difficulties of creating the right structure that
functions at the quantum level, and assuming that such a chip could, one day, be
created and that consciousness emerged from it, how would we deal with the rights
of the sentient computer? First of all, we would have to find some way of
recognising that consciousness existed in our processing chip at all. Even if the chip
demonstrated all the signs of a thinking being, how would we know that it was not
just a zombie, a creature where the lights were on but nobody was home? None of
us can be sure that anyone else is conscious. We can only infer it from their
behaviour and assume that, because we are conscious and they are like us, they must
also be conscious. A computer will not be like us, so how can we infer it is
conscious like us? Should we just give it the benefit of the doubt?
Assuming we overcame this major obstacle and established that
consciousness had emerged from our computer, how would we interact with it? We
would have to give it senses and links with the outside world so as not to leave it
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feeling imprisoned in a dark and
lonely place.
Current and
developing robot technology could
probably resolve this.
Then,
should we create others like it, to
save it from an unbearably lonely
existence where it feels different
from everybody else?
Having
established
a
community of sentient robots
would we treat them as equals or
as subordinates? Some people
may look after them, like
pampered pets. Others may abuse
them like factory farmed animals.
Are we morally equipped
to deal with aliens?
Are we morally prepared for AI?
Whatever the chances of producing consciousness in computers or robots, would our
society be ready for it? Would the Catholic Church or any other Church, Christian or
non-Christian, have the doctrine to deal with sentient computers? Indeed, if we were
to discover aliens in the universe and, assuming we were to overcome the difficulties
of reaching them, would the Catholic Church or the rest of society be equipped to
deal with our interactions with them also?
Currently humans are making great discoveries in the field of cognitive
ethology and are understanding that many of our conscious, non-human relatives,
who share our genes and evolutionary history, have a great capacity for sentience,
intelligence, emotion and morality. But we know how badly equipped most of our
faiths and non-faith based ethics are for dealing with them. If we cannot find a moral
code for dealing with our closest relatives, how can we possibly be prepared to find a
moral code to deal with new opportunities such as AI in computers and robots or for
an encounter with extra-terrestrials?
As organisations such as Google come ever closer to creating AI, these are
questions we should be asking ourselves. The purpose of this short article is to
stimulate discussion on this subject. Please do send your thoughts on this issue to
me at BarbaraAtTheArk@gmail.com for possible publication in future editions of
The Ark. ֍
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BREXIT: GETTING THE BEST DEAL FOR ANIMALS
A MANIFESTO BY THE ANIMAL PROTECTION COMMUNITY
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

I

n January this year a manifesto was produced by animal protection groups
brought together by W ildlife and Countryside Link and the UK Centre for
Animal Law (A-Law) called Brexit: Getting the Best Deal for Animals. Both
Catholic Concern for Animals and the Animal Interfaith Alliance have signed up to
it. Its objective is to present to the UK government a manifesto for designing animal
welfare legislation following the
UK’s departure from the EU after
Brexit.
Whilst taking no position on
the merits of Britain’s departure from
the EU, signatories to this manifesto
believe that Brexit presents many
opportunities to improve animal
welfare, both in the UK and overseas.
It also recognises that Brexit carries
risks of erosion of hard-won animal
welfare standards enshrined into EU
law.
The document provides a
summary of the current EU and
international
animal
protection
measures that the organisations believe should be maintained in UK law and also the
improvements that could be made.
The document has sections on wild animals, animals in agriculture,
companion animals and animals used in research, as well as a section on EU
legislation as part of UK law, before and after Brexit. Some of the key issues
covered include:- refining CAP policy to reward farmers for high animal welfare
and environmental standards instead of the size of their land, ending live exports,
banning the fur trade, mandatory labelling of meat and dairy products relating to
farming method and slaughter practice, closing loopholes in the Pet Travel Scheme
that allow the cruel trade in poorly bred puppies from Central and Eastern Europe
and much more.
To read the full document go to:
http://www.alaw.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Brexit-Getting-the-Best-Deal-forAnimals-Full-Report.pdf ֍
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NEW ANIMAL WELFARE (SENTENCING & RECOGNITION OF
SENTIENCY) BILL
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

C

atholic Concern for Animals welcomes Environment Secretary Michael
Gove’s new animal welfare initiatives and the dr aft A nimal W elfare
(Sentencing and Recognition of Sentiency) Bill that was laid before parliament on
12th December 2017. The new bill may come as a surprise to many who have been
used to decades of complacency from successive UK governments on the subject of
animal welfare. Many cynics may believe it comes as a response to feedback given
on why the last election result wasn’t as successful for the Conservative government
as they had hoped it would be, or the backlash from animal welfare activists when the
government omitted the ‘sentiency’ clause, enshrined in EU legislation, from the
Withdrawal Bill.
Whatever the cause of Michael Gove’s new interest in animal welfare and the
environment, whether from genuine concern or from political astuteness, the
government’s long-overdue interest in the subject is very welcome. The initiatives
include:
- Reflecting animal sentiency in UK domestic law,
- Stronger sentencing for animal cruelty (from six months to
five years),
- Mandatory CCTV in slaughter houses,
- Banning ivory, and
- Protecting the marine environment and wildlife from plastic
microbeads.

————————
‘This is the start
of our ambition to
set a global gold
standard for
animal welfare as
we leave the EU.’
Michael Gove
———————–

The draft bill also sets out that the government must have regard to the
welfare needs of animals as sentient beings in formulating and implementing
government policy.
In the government’s press release of 12th December Michael Gove said: ‘As
we leave the EU we will deliver a Green Brexit, not only maintaining but enhancing
animal welfare standards. Animals are sentient beings who feel pain and suffering, so
we are writing that principle into law and ensuring that we protect their welfare. Our
plans will also increase sentences for those who commit the most heinous acts of
animal cruelty to five years in jail. We are a nation of animal lovers so we will make
Brexit work, not just for citizens, but for the animals we love and cherish too.’
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Michael Gove’s written ministerial statement
reads: ‘I am delighted to publish today a draft A nimal
Welfare (Sentencing and Recognition of Sentience) Bill
which will reflect the principle of animal sentience in
domestic law and increase maximum sentences for animal
cruelty tenfold, from six months to five years in England
and Wales.
‘This draft Bill will embed the principle that
animals are sentient beings, capable of feeling pain and
pleasure, more clearly than ever before in domestic law.
There was never any question that our policies on animal
Rt Hon. Michael Gove MP
welfare are driven by the fact that animals are sentient
beings, and I am keen to reinforce this in legislation as we leave the EU.
‘The Government is committed to raising animal welfare standards, and to
ensuring animals will not lose any recognitions or protections once we leave the EU.
The draft Bill I am publishing makes our recognition of animal sentience clear. It
contains an obligation, directed towards government, to pay regard to the welfare
needs of animals when formulating and implementing government policy.
‘This provision does not apply to Ministers in the devolved governments of
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. I look forward to working closely with my
devolved colleagues and I will be exploring with them the best way forward on this
important matter, including whether they wish to take a similar or different approach.
‘In addition we will not tolerate cruelty against animals and we will give the
courts the tools they need to deal with abhorrent acts of animal cruelty. This draft
Bill increases the maximum penalty for animal welfare offences in the A nimal
Welfare Act 2006 from six months to five years’ imprisonment.
‘This applies to the most serious offences under the Act – causing unnecessary
suffering, illegally mutilating an animal, illegally docking a dog’s tail, illegal
poisoning and encouraging an animal fight. My proposed increased maximum
penalties will also apply to convictions relating to attacks on service animals,
including guide dogs, police and military dogs. This provision will apply in England
and Wales.
‘The draft Bill that I am publishing today is subject to a seven week
consultation, ending on 31st January. It is part of a wider programme to deliver
world-leading standards of animal welfare in the years ahead. We are making CCTV
mandatory in slaughterhouses, banning plastic microbeads which harm marine life,
and have set out proposals for a total ban on ivory sales which contribute to the
poaching of elephants. This is the start of our ambition to set a global gold standard
for animal welfare as we leave the EU.’ ֍
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CCA AGM 2017
On 4th November 2017, CCA held its AGM at Brompton Oratory in Kensington in
London, where CIWF Chief Executive, Philip Lymbery was the guest speaker.
Philip spoke about his current book DeadZone. The following report on CCA’s
activities was presented by the Chief Executive, Chris Fegan.
BY CHRIS FEGAN

Left to right: Chris Fegan CCA CE, Judy Gibbons CCA Chair and Philip Lymbery CIWF CE.

I

am delighted to report that the last 12 months have been another
outstanding success for CCA.
You may recall that at last years’ AGM we had a debate on how we could
measure CCA success and agreed that this was difficult to do but that increased
activity and increased supporter engagement were key indicators that we were doing
well.
I can inform you that we have surpassed expectations on every level and are
now working with senior Catholic clergy, laity and other key stakeholders
throughout the world and are receiving invitations to speak at events and
conferences worldwide. Indeed, I have only just returned earlier this week from a
speaking engagement in the Republic of Ireland.
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I have also paid major visits to the USA and India where I had meetings with
senior clergy and Catholic laity and gave speeches and addresses to numerous
organisations from Washington to Mumbai. I have also been invited to give three
presentations to the huge Minding A nimals Conference in Mexico City next year.
These visits have not only been highly successful in and of themselves but
they have translated into a huge increases in supporter activity and online support
and indeed last month we had nearly 6,000 visits to the CCA website from over 80
counties around the world, spearheaded by our new very large supporter base in the
USA.
This means that the work of CCA is reaching more Catholics throughout the
world than ever before.
We have also joined EuroGroup for Animals this year and are working
closely with them on many issues and not least on the position of animal welfare in
the UK and Europe more generally following the BREXIT referendum result and the
negotiations for the UK to leave the European Union.
I am also very pleased that we have been receiving much better coverage in
the UK Catholic media and we have had over 20 articles in The Universe this year
which is a great move forward. ֍

THERESA VILLERS’ BILL TO BAN LIVE EXPORTS
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

A

t the beginning of February, Conservative MP
Theresa Villiers brought a private members bill to
parliament to ban live exports. This was later withdrawn.
Although UK ferry companies stopped shipping live exports
in 2007, one private boat still continues to take animals from
Ramsgate. There has been a reduction to less than 20,000
sheep and no cattle being exported last year.
Ms Villers says that she is opposed to live exports
because of the journey times and the lack of rules at abattoirs
Rt Hon. Theresa
abroad. Some farmers want to continue the trade with an
Villiers MP
assurance scheme to ensure high welfare standards but Ms
Villiers contends that it is not possible to ensure high standards overseas.
Whilst in the EU the UK is unable to ban live exports under single market
rules. Outside of the EU, if the UK were to ban live exports it could possibly be
challenged by the W orld Trade Organisation (WTO). The situation is currently
unclear. ֍
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REPORT FROM THE ANIMAL INTERFAITH ALLIANCE
On 25th November 2017 the Animal Interfaith Alliance (AIA), of which CCA is a
founder member, held its third AGM at Friends Meeting House in Euston in London.
The guest speakers were Dr Richard Ryder and David Thomas. AIA CE, Barbara
Gardner presented the following report on the progress of the Alliance.
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

2016/2017 has been very active for AIA, particularly with it’s UK and
international campaign work. We have been br inging the weight of the
interfaith community to the fight to end cruel practices and for the freedom of
animals all around the world. Our campaign work is reported in our online
magazine A nimal Spirit which is published twice a year and is available on our
website (www.animal-interfaith-alliance.com) and by email. Regular updates are
also available on our website’s blog and our social media.
UK
In the UK, we have campaigned against a battery rabbit farm, the cruel practices of
the Norfolk meat traders, the use of the ankus on zoo elephants, animals in circuses
and hunting in its various forms, including writing to the Prime Minister to persuade
her that allowing a vote on repealing the Hunting Act would alienate voters from the
faith communities. She didn’t listen and the election results proved that our warnings
were correct.
However, a new window of opportunity has opened up as a result of the
government’s disappointing election result. It made them listen to voters,
particularly young voters, and they heard them say that they wanted more to be done
for animal welfare. As a result Michael Gove has promised to make a number of
positive changes for animals, including banning the sale of ivory, making CCTV in
slaughterhouses compulsory and increasing the sentencing for animal cruelty from a
maximum of six months to five years. This is welcome news but we must ensure
that he delivers on these promises and brings in additional measures, such as an end
to live exports, a promise made by Brexiteers when they were campaigning for the
UK to leave the EU.
Brexit offers both threats and opportunities for UK animal welfare – threats
that some of the good EU legislation for animals that has been hard fought for over
40 years will be lost and opportunities that the UK can now make better protections
for UK animals than were afforded by the EU. A major threat is the loss of the
‘sentient beings’ clause in article 13 of the Lisbon Treaty which the government did
not see necessary to maintain. This recognition of animals as sentient beings and
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AIA campaigned against the use of the ankus for training elephants in
UK zoos.

not ‘goods’ is absolutely fundamental and must be maintained and developed.
AIA works on these UK issues with its colleague organisations such as the
Conservative Animal Welfare Foundation (CAWF), the Labour Animal Welfare
Society (LAWS), CIWF and, of course, its member organisations. AIA has also
joined a new group, led by the UK Centre for Animal Law (A-Law) which was set
up to work on Brexit and animal welfare, and we are contributing to their document
to the government on the required animal welfare law following Brexit. AIA
continues to be a member of the All Party Group for Animal Welfare (APGAW).
Europe
In Europe, we campaigned against hare coursing in Ireland, Norwegian whaling, the
poisoning of street animals in Bosnia and bullfighting - even writing to Pope
Francis, requesting that he condemns this cruel practice.
We have also started working with Eurogroup for Animals, a coalition of
animal welfare groups across Europe which is based in Brussels and campaigns at
the European level for better animal welfare laws and better enforcement of them.
AIA member organisation, Catholic Concern for A nimals (CCA) joined Eurogroup
directly, as AIA was unable to do this as it is an alliance of organisations and
Eurogroup can only have individual organisations as members. In June, Chris
Fegan and I attended the Eurogroup conference and AGM in Brussels and had the
privilege of taking part in Eurogroup’s strategy setting process and voting at their
AGM. Chris has also joined Eurogroup’s Brexit working party which will be
working on ways to ensure that UK animal welfare legislation is not reduced during
the Brexit process and that opportunities are taken for improving animal welfare in
the UK.
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AIA campaigned against cruelty and neglect at Bangdung Zoo.
International
AIA will also be adding its voice to the campaign to end the truly shocking global
fur trade which kills 30 million animals each year. Despite fur farms having been
banned in the UK, the imports and sales of fur continue and fur farms are still
common throughout the world. In July, Chris Fegan and I attended the Oxford
Centre for Animal Ethics annual conference which, this year, was on the Ethics of
Fur and was sponsored by Respect for Animals. We listened to the issues and will
be devising AIA’s strategy to campaign on the fur issue. Details of the conference
are in the latest edition of A nimal Spirit.
AIA has also campaigned in North America and Canada, the Middle East,
Asia and Australasia. In North America we have campaigned against cruel hunting
and trapping, carriage horses in busy cities and fishes being removed from reefs for
the aquarium industry. In Canada we have campaigned against the annual seal hunt,
rodeos, deer killing, the killing of cormorants and against cetaceans being held
captive in aquariums. In Asia we have campaigned against keeping animals in a
neglected state in the Bangdung Zoo in West Java, the new legislation to allow the
breeding of wild animals for any purpose in Nepal, the killing of dogs in Sri Lanka,
supporting W ildlife SOS to release captive elephants, elephant cruelty in Malaysia,
and the stealing of baby elephants from their mothers in Zimbawe to be exported to
Chinese zoos. In Australia we have campaigned against the poisoning of dingoes
and for the protection of the Great Barrier Reef which is suffering from coral
bleaching and death due to global warming.
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Member Organisations
I would like to thank AIA’s member organisations for all the outreach work they do
in their own faith communities to promote the cause for animals and for supporting
our interfaith work. Please support them and their events, which are updated
regularly on our website. If there is an activity that your AIA member organisation
is undertaking that we are not talking about please let me know and I will share it
among the AIA family.
Some of the most significant events have been the ASWA A nimals in W ar
Remembrance Day service at the animal war memorial in Park Lane, The CCA/
ASWA Ecumenical A nimal W elfare retreat which was held at the beautiful Holland
House in Worcestershire. The Jewish Vegetarian Society have produced a
Rabbanic Statement on a plant based diet, signed by 77 rabbis with an excellent
short film to accompany it (available on their website and ours). The Christian
Vegetarian Association promote ‘Christmas Without Cruelty’ encouraging
Christians to enjoy a Christmas meal in which they do not collude in the slaughter of
millions of fellow sentient creatures. Dharma V oices for A nimals hold an annual
Buddhist animal rights/advocacy conference in Sri Lanka. The Institute of
Jainology hold an annual ‘Ahimsa Day’ in October, hosted by the Jain All Party
Parliamentary Group at the House of Commons. The Oshwal Association is
undertaking a survey within its community on attitudes towards veganism, to
celebrate World Vegan Day on 1st November. Quaker Concern for A nimals
celebrated W orld Animal Day on 4th October at Friends House bookshop where they
launched their new website and distributed literature. The Sadhu V aswani Centre
celebrates Meatless Day today on November 25 th, Sadhu Vaswani’s birthday. Now
in his 90’s, he even visited London recently to give talks. The Y oung Jains recently
hosted a talk by the founders of V eganuary and held a ‘Virtue Lab’.
On 8th July we joined together and held the 14th Interfaith Celebration for
Animals at Golders Green Unitarians, organised and led by AIA Chair, Rev.
Feargus O’Connor. Our guest speakers were Joyce D’Silva from Compassion in
World Farming who talked about Faith and Animal Welfare and Dr Alpesh Patel
from A nimal Free Research UK. Joyce’s inspirational speech is reproduced in the
latest A nimal Spirit magazine.
Finally, AIA is a members’ organisation made up of faith-based animal
welfare organisations and it is the members who make it a success. Thank you to all
of you for everything you do to help the plight of our fellow sentient creatures.
They suffer so much at the hands of man – in factory farm systems, long distance
transport, slaughterhouses, laboratories, zoos, the entertainment industry, hunting
and in many, many other cruel and unnecessary situations. We cannot tackle all the
cruelties individually, but we can each do our bit and together we can combine our
voices to speak out for those innocents who cannot speak out for themselves. Please
keep writing to your MPs and MEPs. ֍
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HAVE YOUR SAY
THE INNOCENT VICTIMS OF THE SHOOTING INDUSTRY
Dear Barbara,

S

adly, the game bird shooting season is now in full swing and will continue
until the evening of 2nd February 2018. Over 35 million pheasants and
partridges are raised in appalling conditions with approximately 100,000 birds being
shot every day - for FUN! Many other innocent creatures are killed by game
keepers in order to protect ‘the targets’ including species that are protected. Our
government cares not! These poor young birds are raised in a manner that would be
illegal if they were chickens or ducks.
A few years ago, while doing an early dog walk in our nearby forest, I heard
a BANG and on rounding the corner I saw a long-eared owl flopping on the ground
and the gamekeeper ejecting a cartridge. I was so upset because I had often seen this
owl in the oak tree when I walked by and it seemed to sense I would do it no
harm. A week prior to it being shot I had seen it on the same branch with two little
owlets. It was wonderful. When I saw it (not the babies) flopping on the ground I
started crying and told the gamekeeper I would report him to the appropriate
authorities. He roared with laughter and told me to go ahead, as without a witness I
hadn’t a hope of him being prosecuted for shooting ‘vermin’, even though it might
be a protected species. Sadly, he was correct.
Even worse, when I first came to Suffolk I was walking in the forest with a
friend who had a beautiful 12 year old red setter. When a puppy it was the last gift
from her husband before he died. Keep in mind the Forestry Commission allowed
dogs to be walked off the lead but kept under verbal control to protect the
wildlife. Unfortunately, The Forestry Commission also allowed wealthy landowners
to have shooting rights in the forests if they paid out £10,000 for a contract that was
renewable every three years.
On this particular morning my friend’s elderly Setter, Shannon, was
wandering ahead of us, even though she was blind!! However, she was familiar with
this particular walk and through scent always kept to the path. There was a large
bend ahead of us and, once around this, Shannon would sit down and wait because
this was where we always turned around to come home. She was not familiar with
anything further ahead. My friend and I were just about to round the corner when
we heard two bangs followed by a scream. Thank goodness she died quickly. There
was the gamekeeper inserting two cartridges into his gun. Well, I won’t go into
details of the horror but, according to the gamekeeper, he had to shoot her as he’d
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Long Eared Owl
been watching her chase the newly released young pheasants for at least 10 minutes
and it was his job to protect them.
Between us we managed to carry poor Shannon’s corpse to the car and
somehow my friend drove home to Ipswich about 10 miles away (I lived
locally). She asked that I didn’t visit. A week later she phoned to say she had put
her house on the market and was leaving immediately for Derbyshire. I tried to
persuade her to stay so that we could try and prosecute the gamekeeper as I was a
witness and all her neighbours knew Shannon was blind which would give us a
strong case for prosecution but she said she couldn’t bear to stay in East Anglia for
one more minute. I never heard from her again.
The gamekeeper eventually died of a heart attack. Shooting rights have now
been removed from the forest but when I walk my dogs there I always think of my
poor friend especially when I remember her telling me that Shannon was the last link
she had with her dead husband and how much she dreaded the time when she would
eventually have to live without her.
So many innocents dying in order to keep this ghastly ‘sport’ alive.

Sally Brown
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HAVE YOUR SAY
ANIMALS FEEL MORAL AWARENESS TOO
Dear Editor,

R

egarding an article by Carmody Grey in the special Laudato Si’ edition of
The Ark (issue 231, autumn/winter 2015, pages 41-43), I was a concerned at
her take on the area of human and non-human morals.
Carmody writes: ‘This is evident in the fact that human beings alone have the
capacity to suffer moral guilt, to take moral responsibility. It is heavily ironic that
this is ignored by much of the animal rights movement, since urging human beings to
take notice of animal suffering and accord them legal rights is just the kind of thing
that only humans do’.
The animal rights movement wants to win the legal protection for animals to
be free from exploitation, not to win other animals the right to vote. Animal ethology
is demonstrating moral codes in other species and we must see them in their own
context rather than compare them to us.
And it is highly questionable that humans are morally superior to nonhumans. Carmody writes, ‘The alternative is to surrender to a falsifying
sentimentality about the natural world, failing to recognise the necessity of a moral
response which can only be supplied by human beings’.
But aren’t humans the only ones doing anything wrong anyway? Isn't the
moral response to stop destroying other animal’s habitats in the first place and leave
them alone, since they are perfectly adapted to their environments as God intended,
and have highly functional societies, which also involve moral codes? (although
meerkats are known to kill each other also) [Editor’s note: Carmody refers to
meerkats, saying there are no meerkats organising protests or campaigning for
justice]. Neither meerkats or humans are designed to ‘care’ for each other anyway,
and it’s an insult to God and to meerkats to undermine meerkats’ abilities by
suggesting they need human care.
Carmody's argument is used continuously by humans to deny other animals'
rights. To suggest that ‘a Catholic concern for animals’ is to acknowledge that as
‘morally superior beings’ we have certain responsibilities to care for them, is to play
into the hands of those who argue for their exploitation in the first place.
‘Moral indignation, the capacity to be morally outraged,…… is a specifically
human gift’ Carmody writes. Is it? Many humans do experience this to a greater
degree, but it's not unique to us entirely. Dogs understand when people are hurting
those they love. Is Carmody certain these dogs are not morally outraged? Carmody’s
argument ultimately will not liberate animals from slavery, but rather, encourage it,
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Meerkats live as a
close community

given the nature of some humans and our money orientated societies which were
built on the exploitation of other animals, as the very idea that we are morally
superior and unique is a cover story used by some humans to exploit non-humans
(usually for money) in the first place.
‘It is in our ability to recognise obligation, such as the obligation to care for
animals, that we stand apart; (Is Carmody sure that non-humans don’t recognise
obligation) yet precisely because this standing-apart is the acknowledgement of a
unique spiritual solidarity - the responsibility to be wounded by the fallenness of this
world to sustain a hope of salvation for every creature’.
And is ‘caring’ for non-humans the way to lead them to God, rather than
sharing with them their God-given right to be free from slavery and torture, to live as
God/nature intended? Carmody’s ‘care’ argument is only effective if it is in
combination with an animal liberation argument, and does not include a ‘pet trade’,
but rather Catholic care of animals in need of rescue or dependant in some way or
another. Each concerned Catholic has a moral obligation to do what he/she can to
contribute to the animal liberation movement.
Carmody may be trying to make the best out of a bad situation, as if Catholics
believe that humans are unique and morally superior, then why not advocate for
those ‘superior morals’ to extend to God’s non-human animals? Perhaps the very
need for this question demonstrates that Catholics, like so very many other people in
society, are so accustomed to animal exploitation they don’t even recognise it as
such. Take for example the people at home cuddling their dogs while getting their
kicks watching the Grand National, an abominable spectacle that is as normal in
British culture as a day at the sea-side and a bag of chips.
Paula Jayasekara
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HAVE YOUR SAY
PETITIONING THE POPE TO CONDEMN BULL FIGHTING
Dear CCA,

I

n October and December 2017 I emailed all the Apostolic Nuncios (Pope’s
representatives) around the world, asking them to write to the Pope
concerning condemning the bullfight. I wr ote to those who did not have an
email address by airmail. Only two replied, Archbishop Martin Krebs and
Archbishop Fortunatus Nwachukwu, but they gave no commitment to passing on
the message to the Pope.
I shall continue to write to them, once every month, with a request for the
Pope to condemn the bullfight. Next year I intend to send out a press release
describing my letters and the response, or lack of response, from the Pope’s
representatives.
Please add your voice to this campaign. Please write to the Apostolic Nuncio
in your country (and in other countries as well, if possible) stating that the Catholic
Church is criticised by many because she appears to tolerate blood fiestas.
Please call for the Pope:
1. to strongly condemn the bullfight and similar cruel fiestas;
2. to instruct bishops in bullfighting countries to condemn the bullfight; and
3. to call on the leaders of these countries
to ban the bullfight.
Bulls are
The email addresses of all the Apostolic
Nuncios are here:https://www.embassypages.com/holysee

The Apostolic Nuncios who don’t have an
email address or who have changed them
are those in Burundi/Cameroon/Congo
Republic/Haiti/Italy/Israel/Moldova/
Morocco/Romania/SouthSudan/Spain/
Venezuela/South Africa/Zambia. To contact
these, write to their geographical address.
Thank you,
Virginia Bell
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HAVE YOUR SAY
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS DEGRADES HUMANS
Dear Editor,

G

ranting of fundamental rights to animals
is something we as a human species have
neglected for centuries. Our tr eatment of
animals has been unparalleled in its sheer scale of
brutality.
It has hurt animals and it has also had a
negative impact on the human species. We have
morally lowered ourselves in failing to show basic
compassion to animals who share this planet with
us. Our violence towards animals rebounds on our
species. It hangs like a foreboding, menacing cloud
stripping us of compassion and empathy with other
living beings. We need to take that huge leap in
abandoning violence towards animals and by doing
Nitin Mehta MBE
so we will be doing ourselves a huge favour as
well.
Violence hangs in the air, it steals our sense of peace and well-being. It
breeds negativity. Hence humans will be doing themselves a favour by ceasing this
violence. Maneka Gandhi put it like this recently: ‘First you eat meat and then meat
eats you!’.
Nitin Mehta MBE
SOYA ALTERNATIVES TO MEAT
NOW STOCKED IN MAJOR STORES
Dear Sir,

W

onderful news for vegetarians in that both M arks and Spencer and
Waitrose (larger stores only) are now stocking soya alternatives to meat
which looks and tastes the same as meat. The difference being, of course, that they
are healthier, lower calorie and no animal needs to be killed for your palette. So,
why not give it a try?
Pam Ward
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ANIMAL BLESSING SERVICE
AT ST MARTIN'S, KENSAL GREEN, LONDON
James Hogan organises the animal blessing service at St Martin’s Church in Kensal
Green. He has also served as Chair and Vice Chair of the Mayhew Animal Home
and a London branch of the RSPCA, and supports a street animal rescue in Kabul
and the Russian Orthodox Convent’s cat sanctuary.
BY JAMES HOGAN

Animal blessing service led by Rev. Graham
Noyce at St Martin’s, Kensal Green

T

he Animal Blessing and Thanksgiving Service at St Martin's Church,
Kensal Green, held on Saturday 14th October 2017 was again well
supported by a diverse gathering of animal lovers from all over London and the
surrounding counties. Apart from those present, there were requests for animals who
could not attend the service to be remembered in the prayers, with requests being
received from across the country and overseas.
St Martin's is linked to an Orthodox convent in the Kaluga region of Russia
where the nuns have set up a sanctuary for homeless animals, especially cats, and a
photo display of the convent's animal rescue work exhibited during the service
created a good deal of interest.
A young woman named Natasha, who had first heard about the convent when
she came to the 2015 animal blessing service at St Martin's, attended again and told
us of a visit she had made to the convent a few months earlier while she was visiting
Moscow.
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As the convent is over 200km from Moscow, set deep in the Russian
countryside and she does not speak Russian, it was something of an achievement for
her to have been able to make her way there. Although she arrived at the convent
without advance notice, she was warmly received, given a guided tour and provided
with a meal. Natasha's account of her visit to the convent was much appreciated and
provided a delightful addition to this year's service.
A retiring collection was held afterwards to support the animal rescue work
of the convent and the splendid amount of £282 was raised. ֍

Animal blessing being given by Rev. Graham Noyce
at St Martin’s, Kensal Green
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ST ANTHONY’S DAY ANIMAL BLESSING SERVICES 2018
BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

S

t Anthony is regarded as the Patron
Saint of Animals in Spanish Catholic
tradition and animal blessing services
are held on his saint day, the 17th
January. Sometimes known as Anthony
the Great, he was a Christian monk born in
Egypt in the third century, where he lived
as a hermit and was followed around by a
pig whose illness he had cured.
The festival has been celebrated,
mainly in Spain, since the 19th century.
After the blessing of their pets, the owners
queue outside a church window to buy
three bread rolls baked to a special recipe,
one of which is kept for a year with a coin
to ensure health and the blessing of the
saint. Blessing services have also been
held in Majorca, Malaga and Mexico City.

St Anthony

Animal blessing in Spain
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Animal blessing in Muro, Majorca

Animal blessing in Malaga

Animal blessing in
Mexico City
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ASWA ANIMAL REMEMBRANCE SERVICE 2017
The ASWA Animals in War Memorial Service 2017 was held on Saturday 13th
November at 3.00pm at the Animals in War Memorial in Park Lane, London. The
event is held every year to remember and honour the millions of animals who have
served and given their lives in war.
Left: Rev. Helen Hall, centre: Pen
Farthing from Nowzad Dogs and
right: Fr Martin Henig

The Remembrance Service held in London at the Animals in War Memorial
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Some of the wreaths laid by Animal Welfare Societies

Reflective Readings:
Two reflective readings were given to police dog Diesel and pigeon W inkie.

Tribute to Diesel
A French police dog who was killed in a raid after the Paris attacks in 2015 was
honoured with the PDSA Dickin Medal – the animal equivalent to the V ictoria
Cross. Diesel, a seven-year-old Belgian Shepherd dog, died during an operation
targeting the suspected organiser of the attacks, which killed 130 people. The
hashtag JeSuisChien was trending on Twitter soon after Diesel's death. Diesel died
of multiple gunshot wounds during the raid on a Paris flat on 18 November 2015,
five days after the attacks happened. She was sent in to check if the area was clear.
‘She did a tour of the first room, then she went into the second room and dashed
forward,’ explained Diesel's handler, ‘and the gunfire started. I had absolute
confidence in her, and her in me. Both of us knew how the other would behave in
the situation’. Major RULP Jean-Marc Lenglet from the French National Police,
said: ‘Diesel’s handler has been deeply affected by the death of his dog, as have
many thousands of well-wishers who sent messages of condolence for Diesel who
died in the service of his country.’ The sad reality is that Diesel is not the only dog
to have given her life helping human beings in the midst of violence, danger and
conflict. Many others serving with the military and rescue services selflessly put
themselves in the way of harm for our benefit, sometimes with tragic consequences.
It is not in the nature of dogs to count the cost, their loyalty, trust and bravery is
unquestioning. Today, we remember their courage and devotion.
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Tribute to Winkie
On 23 February 1942, a badly damaged RAF bomber ditched into the North Sea.
The crew were returning from a mission over Norway, but their Beaufort Bomber
had been hit by enemy fire and crashed into the sea more than 100 miles from home.
Struggling in freezing waters - unable to radio an accurate position back to base - the
four men faced a cold and lonely death. But as the aircraft went down, the crew had
managed to salvage their secret weapon - a carrier pigeon. The blue chequered hen
bird, called Winkie, was set free in the hope she could fly home to her loft in
Broughty Ferry, near Dundee, and so alert air base colleagues to their predicament.
During World War II, carrier pigeons were routinely carried by RAF bombers for
this very eventuality, though in an era before GPS and satellite locator beacons,
rescue was far from certain. Winkie flew 120 miles, and was discovered, exhausted
and covered in oil by owner George Ross who immediately informed RAF Leuchars
in Fife. The pigeon was not carrying a message, but the RAF were able to calculate
the position of the downed aircraft using the time difference between the plane's
ditching and the arrival of the bird - taking into account the wind direction and even
the impact of the oil on Winkie's feathers to her flight speed. A rescue mission was
launched and the men were found within 15 minutes. The crew would have died
without Winkie’s message coming through. Winkie became the toast of the air base,
with a dinner held in her honour. A year later, she became the first animal to receive
the Dickin Medal - named after PDSA's founder Maria Dickin - for ‘delivering a
message under exceptional difficulties’.
New Testament Reading: Revelation 21:1-4
Then I saw ‘a new heaven and a new earth,’
for the first heaven and the first earth had
passed away, and there was no longer any sea.
I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem,
coming down out of heaven from
God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed
for her husband. And I heard a loud voice
from the throne saying, ‘Look! God’s
dwelling place is now among the people, and
he will dwell with them. They will be his
people, and God himself will be with them
and be their God. He will wipe every tear
from their eyes. There will be no more death
or mourning or crying or pain, for the old
order of things has passed away.’ ֍
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PRAYERS FOR REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY 2017
BY REV. PROF. MARTIN HENIG

Loving Lord,
We meet together to pray for all creation and especially today for all animals
terrified, wounded and killed as a result of warfare. As this memorial reminds us
many animals, horses and donkeys, elephants and camels, dogs and pigeons have
served and suffered in war. We recall their bravery and faithfulness, their fortitude
and love and we ask your blessing on them, for they too like the soldiers, sailors and
airmen, and their support staff, like the doctors and nurses were created by you and
lived and died in the hope of salvation.
Lord hear us....Lord graciously hear us.
Loving Lord,
As we continue to remember the particular cost played by horses and mules in the
First World War, we ask that reflecting on the debt we owe to them, our species
should remember their sacrifice and realise that cruelty to horses, betrayed and
exported not to war but to be killed as horse-meat is a disservice to the many
thousands of horses who died in Flanders for us. May we remember what we owe to
them and repay our debt with kindness and love.
Lord hear us...Lord graciously hear us.
Loving Lord,
We pray for dogs, who have so often served in war, both in service, detecting mines,
and as companions to men and women in peril. We give particular thanks for
Nowzad dogs. For dogs which have been rescued, for those who have rescued them
from more recent theatres of war. We thank you for the love, generosity and
faithfulness of people and dogs, which points the way to a more peaceful
world. Lord hear us...Lord graciously hear us.
Loving Lord,
We pray for sea creatures, for the whales and porpoises, turtles, fish and other
creatures suffering from naval warfare, from the sounds of explosions, from the
pollution caused by maritime conflict. We remember that you made the great whales
to sport in the waves, and the ships to sail calmly over the surface. For the sea was to
be a realm of peace and not a battleground. We pray for all creatures of the sea,
victims of warfare and the testing of weapons.
Lord hear us...Lord graciously hear us.
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Loving Lord,
Warfare ravages environments and we pray for wild creatures, killed, maimed or
displaced by warfare and military activity. The world belongs to you and not to us,
and we ask for forgiveness and pray for peace that the world may be restored to the
innocence and pristine sanctity of Eden.
Lord hear us...Lord graciously hear us.
And so let us pray for the peace of all creation, when humans will respect and love
each other and we will be joined by all animals, by all creation in one great hymn of
praise to you, to your son, the Prince of Peace, and to the Holy Spirit. World without
end. Amen.

PURPLE POPPY APPEAL 2018

A

nimal Aid, who set up and ran the
Purple Poppy Appeal to remember
animals who gave their lives in war,
have passed the appeal over to the Sasha
Animal Foundation, allowing the funds
raised from the sale of poppies to support
animals in worn-torn countries.
Each year the Sasha A nimal
Foundation and two other animal rescue
charities will be supported by the Purple
Poppy Appeal. The trustees will have a list of
animal rescues that fall under the appeal,
compiled from recommendations by the
public, as well as charities they have met whilst working in the animal rescue world.
The trustees will vote on the two animal rescues to support that year and will
announce the names of the chosen charities near to the appeal date. The Sasha
Animal Foundation themselves foster cats and dogs from worn torn countries in the
UK and worldwide.
This year’s Purple Poppy A ppeal will run from 1st-14th September 2018
when purple poppies will be available for purchase from stockists listed on Sasha’s
website and from the website itself (www.sashaanimalfoundation.com). The date
was chosen so as not to encroach on the red poppy campaign of the Royal British
Legion and also to commemorate ‘The British Pet Massacre’ when, during the
Second World War, the government recommended that pets should be put to sleep.
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OBITUARIES
FATHER LUCIANO ROCCHI OFM CAP
BY JOHN FRANCIS DRENNAN
CCA AUSTRALIA CHAIRMAN & TREASURER

O

n 3rd January 2018 our first chaplain,
the widely respected and much loved Fr
Luciano Rocchi OFM Cap, died.
Readers who have the 2nd edition of God’s
Animals (Dom Ambrose Agius, 1973) may see a
photo of him (facing page 61) at our very first
blessing of animals service, in 1972, at his
church, St Anthony of Padua, in the Melbourne
suburb of Hawthorn.
Fr Luciano conducted most of the first 29
such services (1972-2000), i.e. all except in those
years (before 2001) when his duties within his
Capuchin order took him to other places in
Australia. These services were memorable events.
We almost always had a visiting clerical speaker
from a different Christian denomination
(Anglican etc.) and a lay speaker prominent in
practical animal welfare, along with music
provided usually by a small contingent of
Salvation Army players. Sometimes the mounted
Father Luciano Rocchi OFM Cap
(10 March 1926 – 3 January 2018) police also attended, their horse Gendarme being
especially popular.
Fr Luciano exercised a moderating influence at some of our often rather
tumultuous meetings in the 1970s and 80s, at which conflicting standpoints on animal
welfare questions were variously canvassed.
Born in the Italian province of Modena in 1926, Fr Luciano was ordained just
before Christmas 1950, and came to Australia the next year, at the age of 25, to
minister to Melbourne’s growing Italian population, a task which he performed with
great aplomb during the rest of his long life. His passing was fittingly marked by a
requiem mass on 12th January, in the grand Italian manner, co-celebrated by his
order’s Australian provincial superior, Fr Gerard O’Dempsey OFM Cap, Auxiliary
Bishop Terence Curtin, and Emeritus Bishop Joseph Ouderman OFM Cap. ֍
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ADDRESS TO THE 20TH CCA AUSTRALIA
ANIMAL BLESSING SERVICE
The following address was spoken by Fr Luciano Rocchi OFM Cap at the 20 th
Annual Blessing of the Animals Service held by ACSCAW (later CCA-Aus) on 27th
October 1991 at St Anthony’s Church, in the Melbourne (Australia) suburb of
Hawthorn.
BY FR LUCIANO ROCCHI OFM CAP

M

y dear brothers and sisters in Christ. It is with
much pleasure that I welcome you all to St
Anthony’s Church for this twentieth annual blessing of
the animals. In the last year or so, His Holiness Pope
John-Paul II has attracted much interest among those who
work to protect animals with his statements on the souls of
animals and on our moral duty to love them and feel
solidarity with them.
‘The most profound moral question behind the
environmental crisis,’ he wrote, ‘concerns the lack of
respect for life. Our delicate ecological equilibrium is being disturbed by the
uncontrolled destruction of whole species of animals and vegetation and by careless
use of resources.’
Now, when the Pope speaks of animals, whether in terms of individuals or of
species, he is simply applying to modern times what has
———————————
been implicit in Catholic teaching from the beginning, and
In obeying God’s
what has been expressed by theologians and exemplified
directions to us to be
by saints down through the centuries.
good stewards of
As a Capuchin priest I am of course proud to refer
animals and of all
to the example of the founder of our Franciscan tradition
nature, we are thereby
in this regard. And I’m sure you all know something of
fulfilling our destiny as
Saint Francis’s regard for animals. Probably less known,
true children of God.
but important also, are the thoughts and expressions of
———————————
representatives of the Benedictines and other religious
orders. Some historians would say that, whereas Saint Francis emphasised our
brotherly relationship with animals, the Benedictine tradition centred rather on the
biblical injunction to act as beneficent custodians of creation. In any case, the two
traditions are complementary.
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Christianity is a religion of love. Concern for animals goes back to Old
Testament times. As we read, for example, in the Book of Proverbs: ‘The just man
regards the lives of his beasts, but the heart of the wicked is cruel.’ (12:10).
In the New Testament we find developed the idea of Christ as Prince of Peace.
And the writer of the Epistle to the Ephesians says that God ‘has made known to us in
all wisdom and insight the mystery of His will,
———————————— according to His purpose which He set forth in Christ
‘The most profound moral as a plan for the fullness of time, to unite all things in
question behind the
Him, all things in heaven and in earth.’ (1:9-10).
environmental crisis
It is a great scandal – and there is no reason to
concerns the lack of respect deny this – that over the centuries there have been
for life. Our delicate
many cruelties, often atrocious cruelties, committed
ecological equilibrium is
by Catholics and condoned by them. Yet there is no
being disturbed by the
philosophical or theological justification for such
uncontrolled destruction of cruelties or for the indifference of those who have
whole species of animals
failed to oppose them. It is quite the contrary.
and vegetation and by
When we point out that we have important
careless use of resources.’ duties towards animals and when we speak of the
closeness of animals to God, we are in no way
Pope John Paul II
devaluing the uniqueness of humankind, created in
———————————
the image of God. Quite the contrary. Kindness to
animals has appropriately been referred to by the adjective ‘humane’, and organised
animal protection is part of the ‘humane movement’. Through our concern for
animals we are fulfilling our humanity. In obeying God’s directions to us to be good
stewards of animals and of all nature, we are
thereby fulfilling our destiny as true children of
God.
In blessing the animals, we are, of course,
affirming by implication our duties towards them,
our duties to avoid and prevent cruelty to them.
But it is more than that. It carries with it a positive
affirmation of the intrinsic value of animals in the
cosmos, in the whole scheme of creation. We
recognise our positive duties to care for animals,
we rejoice in them, we give thanks to God for them,
and we praise God for them as a manifestation of
Pope John Paul II
His goodness and creative power. ֍
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OBITUARIES
SUSAN MARSHALL
BY WANDA OBERMAN

S

usan Marshall was a deeply committed
champion and friend to all God’s
creatures. In Oxfor d in the 1970s she
was the face of ‘animal welfare’ as it was then
known and a pioneer in the movement against
experiments on animals – particularly those
being undertaken at Oxford University.
With her quiet and determined
demeanour and working with her many well
connected Oxford contacts, she set up the
Oxford Animal Fair – an annual event in the
Town Hall opened by the Oxford Lord Mayor
and bringing together all the many local animal
welfare groups and charities.
It was at this time that NAVS and
BUAV were bringing attention to the ‘industry’
Susan Marshall with Lola
and extent of animal experiments being carried
out in utmost secrecy at Oxford University.
Together with Jean Pink (the founder of A nimal Aid) and her other well connected
Oxford friends, Susan Marshall joined the first anti-vivisection march through the
City of Oxford. Leading the group with her friend’s Shetland pony Missy – Susan,
carrying the large yellow banner ‘stop animal experiments’ was accompanied by
marchers dressed in animal costumes and also an Anglican sister, Sister Sylvia from
Wantage’s Community of St Mary the V irgin. It was a definite ‘first’ for Susan, who
then regularly joined protest marches in London against experiments on animals and
the export of live food animals.
Susan was on the committee of the Oxford branch of NAVS and regularly held
meetings in her home in Park Town (where her two rescued dogs made sure everyone
‘went through security’ before being let in). It was through Susan’s quiet
determination and her local contacts that she persuaded the Rev. Mac Ramm to hold
the first Animal Blessing Service at the Oxford City Church of St Michael in the
Northgate (which then became an annual event).
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Susan on CCA retreat at Holland House with Rev. Jennifer Brown

Susan’s Catholic faith was a great comfort and a strong drive in her work and
commitment for the good of all God’s Creatures. She was a committed member of
Catholic Concern for Animals – regularly attending annual general meetings and
residential retreats and, in the earlier days, attending Ark holidays.
It was on an Ark pilgrimage to Rome (where
Susan personally met the Pope John Paul II) and
later in Assisi, that I had the privilege and unique
experience of joining Susan (just the two of us) in
walking at sunrise to pay homage at the shrine of St
Francis. A truly memorable and spiritual
experience.
Despite Susan’s stroke and failing health,
she remained a determined champion for her friends
the animals – accompanied to the last by her
faithful rescued greyhound Lola.
Susan died on 22nd November 2017 aged 88
at her home in Oxford surrounded by her three sons
Susan and Lola at the Wantage
and their families. Her Requiem Mass was held on
Animal Blessing Service with
4th December at Blackfriars in Oxford.
Canon Peter Turbitt
She will be greatly missed by us all and her
(October 2011 )
beloved animals. Susan RIP. ֍
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SAINTS WHO LOVED ANIMALS
FORTHCOMING SAINTS DAYS

D

uring the first 1,000 years of the Christian Church there were many saints
who loved animals. Stories tell of saints living with them, rescuing them,
nursing them and saving them from hunters. In turn, many saints were said to be
helped by animals. We have listed some of these saints below with their stories, in
order of their feast days, for the period 1 March to 30th June.
COMPILED BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

St Cuthbert - 20th March
St Cuthbert (634 AD – 687 AD) was a Scottish shepherd
boy until he was fifteen, when he became a monk in
Melrose Abbey. Later, he became a hermit, living on Farne
Island in a small cell. There he made friends with the birds,
giving them his protection from hunters and sharing meals
with them. He is the patron saint of otters and, after
standing waist-deep in the North Sea during his nightly
prayer vigils, two otters would come and warm his feet.
St Philip Neri - 26th May
St Philip Neri (1515 AD – 1595 AD) was an unusually late
saint to be concerned with animals. Although he is best
known as the founder of the Oratory Movement, he
embraced vegetarianism on the grounds of animal welfare,
not just on the grounds of abstinence. Once, passing a
butcher’s shop he said, ‘If everyone was like me, they
wouldn’t kill animals’. He also set captive birds free which,
by their own choice, would not leave him. Animals were
attracted to him. At one time, someone found a young bird
in the chapel and brought it to him. Philip told them not to
squeeze the bird or hurt it, but to open the window and let it fly away. But
afterwards he worried whether he had done the right thing, as it was so small that it
wouldn’t know where to go. On another occasion he was given a brace of live
partridges for a meal, but he set them free. He would also insist on flies being let out
of the window instead of being swatted. He released captured mice into places of
safety and expressed pity for animals on their way to slaughter. He cared for humans
as well as for animals and saved an ex-Dominican heretic from execution.
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St Melangell - 27th May
St Melangell is the Welsh patron saint of animals. In 604
AD the Prince of Powys, Brochwel Ysgithrog, went hare
hunting at Pennant in the Derwyn Hills. His hounds
pursued their prey into a bramble thicket and, following
them, he found a young woman praying and given up to
divine contemplation, with the hare lying under the fold of
her garments. The baying hounds also came under her
calming influence and the exasperated prince gave up the
chase and sat to listen to her story of escape and exile from
Ireland. Impressed by her piety and courage, he made a
vow to present her with his lands for the service of God,
that they might be a perpetual asylum, refuge and defense. Melangell lived there as
a solitary for 37 years, after which a church with a shrine was built over her cell.
Her church remained a place of sanctuary throughout the Middle Ages and the hares
continued to be protected in the parish. The conservation society, Cymdeithas
Melangell, now promotes animal welfare.
St Hubert - 30th May

St Francis

St Hubert (c 656 AD – 727 AD) is inaccurately known as
the patron saint of hunters. As the legend tells, he lived in a
forest in the Ardennes as a hunter. One Good Friday, when
every one else was at Church, he was hunting in the forest,
pursuing a magnificent stag. Suddenly, as the stag turned
round, a crucifix appeared between his antlers and a voice
said, ‘Hubert, unless you turn to the Lord and lead a holy
life, you shall quickly go down to hell’. Hubert dismounted
his horse and prostrated himself, saying, ‘Lord, what
would You have me do?’ and the reply came, ‘Go and seek
Lambert and he will instruct you’. Hubert then went to
Bishop Lambert who became his spiritual guide. Hubert gave all his wealth to the
poor and studied for the priesthood, living a holy life, fasting and praying.
Eventually he became Bishop of Liege in 708 AD.
St Hubert later became honoured by sportsmen as the originator of ethical
hunting behaviour, although he renounced hunting after he had his vision. In fact,
his hunting life had been seen by God as an unholy life which would lead him to
hell.
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St Columba - 9th June
St Columba (521 AD – 597 AD) started life as a
child of a royal family in Ireland. In 563 he
climbed into a flimsy boat with twelve monks and
set out to sea, unsure of his destination. They
landed on the barren island of Iona, off the coast
of Scotland, where they founded a monastery
which would become the virtual centre of Celtic
spirituality. Columba lived on Iona for more than
thirty years, copying manuscripts and making
missionary journeys to Scotland. Life on the
island mellowed his once fiery temper and
replaced it with a calm and gentle spirit.
The following is taken from Adamnan of
Iona’s Life of St Columba, and tells the tale of a
horse’s understanding of the impending death of the Saint.
‘After this the saint left the barn, and in going back to the monastery, rested
half way at a place where a cross, which was afterwards erected, and is standing to
this day, fixed into a millstone, may be observed on the roadside. While the saint, as
I have said, bowed down with old age, sat there to rest a little, behold, there came up
to him a white pack-horse, the same that used, as a willing servant, to carry the milkvessels from the cowshed to the monastery. It came up to the saint and, strange to
say, laid its head on his bosom, inspired, I believe, by God to do so, as each animal
is gifted with the knowledge of things according to the will of the Creator; and
knowing that its master was soon about to leave it, and that it would see him no
more, began to utter plaintive cries, and like a human being, to shed copious tears on
the saint’s bosom, foaming and greatly wailing. The attendant seeing this, began to
drive the weeping mourner away, but the saint forbade him, saying: ‘Let it alone, as
it is so fond of me, let it pour out its bitter grief into my bosom. Lo! thou, as thou art
a man, and hast a rational soul, canst know nothing of my departure hence, except
what I myself have just told you, but to this brute beast, devoid of reason, the
Creator Himself hath evidently, in some way, made it known that its master is going
to leave it’. And saying this, the saint blessed the work-horse, which turned away
from him in sadness.
St Neot - 31st July
St Neot (died around 870 AD ) is credited with rescuing a deer. He will be featured
in a future edition of The Ark. ֍
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VEGANUARY 2018

BY BARBARA GARDNER FCA

T

wenty years ago vegetarianism was thought of as ‘alternative’, even
‘cranky’. At dinners and buffets, ‘vegetarian’ food, always in the minority, was
labelled ‘vegetarian’ whilst the majority meat-based food needed no label.
There was no name for non-vegetarians as this was considered the ‘normal’ state.
‘Normal’ people often mocked vegetarians. But move on to 2018 and everything has
changed. Vegetarians are ‘old hat’ and vegans are now, not only the norm, but the
trendy thing to be.
Veganuary is one of many movements followed by these trendy young things the millennia children, born long after the vegetarians struggled against social
pressure and the criticism that you weren’t getting enough nutrition in your diet,
particularly protein, that was then believed only to come form meat and dairy. Now
we know better. Veganism isn’t just a compassionate way of living, or even just a
trendy way of life, it is known to be the most healthy way of life, as a great many
athletes are proving.
The V eganuary movement is a charity inspiring people to try vegan for
January, combining it with their New Year resolutions, and also to continue it
throughout the rest of the year. The number of people committing to a vegan diet in
the UK has risen from 1,500 in 2014 to 52,000 in 2018 and worldwide 120,000
people have committed. There are many celebrity vegans, including racing driver
Lewis Hamilton and pop singer Ariana Grande. The V egan Society has reported
542,000 vegans in the UK, three times as many as a decade ago and almost half are
aged between 15 and 34. The major supermarkets are opening up new vegan ranges
to meet the demand. So chin up you old ‘veggies’ - your time has come! ֍
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NEW VEGAN RECIPES FOR 2018 FROM VIVA!
Jane Easton is the food and cookery manager for Viva! and Viva! Health, a job
which entails cooking, researching new products, teaching cookery via
demonstrations, writing recipes and creating recipes for Viva! guides. Here she
introduces Viva’s new 30 Day Vegan website.
BY JANE EASTON

V

egan charity Viva! has given its FREE 30 Day Vegan
website a brand spanking new makeover! It has a
beautiful new design, lots of new recipes and photos plus a special
new section Can’t Cook Won’t Cook (CCWC).
Go to https://30dayvegan.viva.org.uk/ and sign up for the
regular 30 Day or CCWC – or both! You’ll get a daily email from
each into your inbox and access to the website so that you can
personalise the scheme and rotate the recipes however you like.
There’s also a gluten-free section!
Here is a recipe from each version.
CAN’T COOK, WON’T COOK
QUICK CHOW MEIN
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Using fresh ready-made ingredients means you can make this classic dish superhealthy - and in minutes!
Ingredients
- 1 pack straight to wok noodles (egg-free) - udon, rice noodles etc - this will serve 1
or 2 people depending on appetite (Amoy and most supermarket brands include
vegan versions)
- ½ -1 pack ready-prepped vegetables or stir-fry mix per person
- Four medium mushrooms sliced or broken up with fingers if you like extra or
they're not contained in your stir-fry mix
- ½ pack beansprouts per person
- 1 jar or 2 sachets Chow Mein Sauce (Blue Dragon or Sainsbury's are vegan)
- 1 protein option: choose from ONE of these:
Mock Duck, roughly chopped (Granovita tinned vegan duck. Find it in Holland
& Barrett or other health food stores. Online - Ocado, Goodness Direct,
Amazon and many others. Not GF)
Marigold Braised Tofu, roughly chopped. (Stockists as above - but not Ocado.
Suitable for GF and wheat-free eaters)
Smoked tofu, cubed, eg Taifun
Vegan chicken pieces, eg Fry's or Quorn Vegan Chicken Pieces
Tempeh rashers (ready cooked), cut into strips

Method
1. In a wok or large frying pan, heat a little oil. Stir-fry the vegetables (and extra
mushrooms if using) until they are just tender but have a little 'bite'.
2. If using the smoked tofu or vegan chicken option, add now and fry up a little.
3. Add the beansprouts and noodles and heat through. If using the Marigold Braised
Tofu or Granovita Mock Duck add your option now.
4. Add as much of the Chow Mein sauce as you wish and stir in to heat. Stir well to
coat all the ingredients well. Serve hot.
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30 DAY VEGAN
SAUTÉED SQUASH WITH OLIVE TAPENADE & CANNELLINI BEANS

This is a lovely quick simple supper. Steaming the squash or pumpkin makes it
much faster than roasting or baking, yet the flavour is rich - and most of the prep
can be done while the squash is cooking. Alternatively, buy ready-prepped squash
pieces! The dish can be made with a simple home-made olive tapenade or a bought
one in a jar.
It is easily transformed into a more substantial dish by increasing quantities
and serving with rice or other grains plus a big salad.
Ingredients
- 1 medium squash or pumpkin, eg butternut or acorn - 500-600g/18-21oz peeled
and seeded squash, cut into medium chunks OR a large pack of ready-prepped
squash pieces
- Olive tapenade
- Home-made version: 100g/3oz mixed green and black pitted olives (or use one
type if that is all you have) + 4 tbsp/a big handful of finely chopped parsley + 4 tbsp
olive oil
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- Bought version: use 1 jar of black or green tapenade plus 1 tbsp chopped parsley
- 120g/4oz cannellini or white haricot beans (half a tin or more)
- 1 lemon, zested
- Black pepper
- 1 tbsp olive oil OR a few squirts of oil spray
- 2 fat cloves garlic, finely chopped
Method
1. Steam the squash chunks until they are tender - approximately 15-25 minutes.
2. Meanwhile, if making the tapenade do it now. Chop the olives and parsley by
hand for a chunky tapenade then add the 4 tbsp oil, beans and lemon zest. For a
smoother tapenade, blend the olives, parsley and oil then add the whole beans and
zest. If using the bought tapenade, just mix it with the parsley and the other
ingredients. Set aside.

3. In a large frying pan, heat the 1 tbsp olive oil or oil spray on a low heat. Cook the
crushed garlic gently until it starts to turn translucent - don't let it brown as it will
taste bitter. Then toss the hot cooked squash in the mix.
4. Mix in the olive tapenade with the squash, add black pepper and serve hot.
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30 DAY VEGAN
MANGO LASSI
Breakfast, dessert or just as a treat – you choose! This is utter ly gor geous and
refreshing. We make it with vegan yoghurt but it can also be made with a plant milk
such as coconut, hemp, almond or soya.
If you love mangoes but find them a bit hit and miss in the UK, the good
news is that you can buy fresh or frozen chunks (or even tinned puree) from many
supermarkets.
Ingredients
- 2 whole ripe mangoes OR 2 cups
mango chunks, frozen or fresh OR 1
tin or 11/2 cups unsweetened puree
- 2 cups vegan yoghurt, eg Alpro,
Tesco, Sojade - or try a coconut milk
based vegan yoghurt, eg CoYo or
Coconut Collaborative
- ¼ tsp ground cardamom
Optional extras
- Splash of tinned coconut milk (ie
the thick stuff)
- Ice cubes
- A splash of lime juice

Mango Lassi

Method
1. If using the fresh mango option, peel each mango, slice off
the fruit roughly with a sharp knife and add it to the blender.
Otherwise add the frozen chunks or tinned puree. Blend with
the vegan yoghurt and cardamom.
2. Taste. Add more cardamom if desired plus the lime juice/
coconut milk/ice cubes if using (you won't need ice if using the
frozen mango!)

3. Eat immediately.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
July 2018
Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics – Summer School 2018 – Animal Ethics and Law:
Creating Positive Change for Animals – 22nd – 25th July 2018 at St Stephen’s House, Oxford.
For further details go to
http://www.oxfordanimalethics.com/what-we-do/summer-school-2018/

September 2018
Ecumenical Animal Welfare Retreat - Monday 10th September to Thursday 13th September
at Hinsley Hall, Leeds. See back cover for details.
Purple Poppy Appeal - 1st –14th September. See page 54 for further details.

Regular Events
Every Wednesday: Prayer link-up at 9.30pm. Wher ever you ar e. Irene Casey has a prayer
suggestion sheet: Tel. 01925 657890.
Every first Saturday of the month: Prayers for Animals at 12.15pm. Gloucester Cathedral,
Check with Rev. Helen Hall on 07919 538077.
Events are kept up to date on our website at www.catholic-animals.com/events

Donate Online
to Catholic Concern for Animals with

CHARITY CHOICE
If you would like to pay for membership or make an online donation to Catholic Concern
for Animals by debit or credit card, with the option of adding gift aid, please go to:

www.charitychoice.co.uk/catholic-concern-for-animals-1068
Or go to the link on CCA’s website at www.catholic-animals.com

Thank you for your kind support!
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TWO PIONEERING BOOKS FROM
THE OXFORD CENTRE FOR ANIMAL ETHICS
The Ethical Case Against Animal Experiments
At present, human beings worldwide are using an
estimated 115.3 million animals in experiments, a
normalisation of the unthinkable on an immense scale. In
terms of harm, pain, suffering and death, animal
experiments constitute one of the major moral issues of
our time. Given today's deeper understanding of animal
sentience, we must afford animals a special moral
consideration that precludes their use in experiments. The
Ethical Case against Animal Experiments begins with a
groundbreaking and comprehensive ethical critique of the
practice of animal experiments by the Oxford Centre for
Animal Ethics. A second section offers original writings that engage with, and
elaborate on, aspects of the Oxford Centre report. The essayists explore historical,
philosophical and personal perspectives that range from animal experiments in
classical times to the place of necessity in animal research to one researcher's painful
journey from researcher to opponent. A devastating look at a contemporary moral
crisis, The Ethical Case against A nimal Experiments melds logic to compassion to
mount a powerful challenge to human cruelty.
‘At a time when the necessity for animal experimentation has been called more and
more into doubt, the Linzeys show how deep-seated research paradigms, institutional
inertia, and money from the biomedical industry can persuade an esteemed university
like Oxford to press on with practices that to any dispassionate observer must seem
barbaric. Their analysis is backed up by an impressive set of essays by philosophers,
lawyers, and scientists.’ - J. M. Coetzee, Nobel Laureate for Literature
‘Essential reading. A comprehensive ethical analysis of animal experiments. Bound to
become a classic.’ - Sir David Madden, Senior Member, St Antony's College, Oxford
University of Illinois Press | 224pp | 9780252082856 | paperback | £23.99 / $29.95
20% discount in UK and Europe with this code: CSL18ANIMA | Free postage to UK customers.
From: http://www.combinedacademic.co.uk/ethical-case-against-animal-experiments
30% discount in the USA and Canada until 8 February 2018 with this code: FL17. From:
http://go.illinois.edu/f17linzeyeth or by calling 800-621-2736 (outside U.S.: 773-702-7000).
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Animal Ethics for Veterinarians
Veterinarians serve on the front lines working to prevent
animal suffering and abuse. For centuries, their
compassion and expertise have improved the quality of
life and death for animals in their care. However, modern
interest in animal rights has led more and more people to
ask questions about the ethical considerations that lie
behind common veterinary practices. This Common
Threads volume, drawn from articles originally published
in the Journal of A nimal Ethics (JAE), offers
veterinarians and other interested readers a primer on key
issues in the field. Essays in the first section discuss
aspects of veterinary oaths, how advances in animal
cognition science factor into current ethical debates, and the rise of complementary
and alternative veterinary medicine and its relationship to traditional veterinary
medicine. The second section continues with an essay that addresses why
veterinarians have an obligation to educate animal caregivers to look past ‘cuteness’
in order to treat all animals with dignity. The collection closes with three short
sections focusing on animals in farming, trade, and research areas where
veterinarians encounter conflicts between their job and their duty to advocate and
care for animals. Contributors: Judith Benz-Schwarzburg, Vanessa Carli Bones,
Grace Clement, Simon Coghlan, Priscilla N. Cohn, Mark J. Estren, Elisa Galgut,
Eleonora Gullone, Matthew C. Halteman, Andrew Knight, Drew Leder, Andrew
Linzey, Clair Linzey, Kay Peggs, Megan Schommer, Clifford Warwick, and James
W. Yeates.
University of Illinois Press | Common Threads | 222pp | 9780252083198 | paperback |
£21.99 /$28.00

20% discount with this code: CSL18ANIMA | Free postage to UK customers.
From: http://www.combinedacademic.co.uk/animal-ethics-for-veterinarians
Available in the US from:
https://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/46pfq5pg9780252083198.html

Andrew Linzey is the dir ector of the Oxford Centre for A nimal Ethics. He has
written or edited twenty books, including A nimal Theology and The Global Guide
to Animal Protection.
Clair Linzey is the deputy dir ector of the Oxford Centre for A nimal Ethics and
assistant editor of the Journal of A nimal Ethics.
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ARK CROSSWORD - NUMBER 44
1

2

3

6

5

7

9

8

10

11

15

4

12

16

17

19

24

27

14

18

20

23

13

25

21

22

26

28

The clues marked with asterisks are incomplete, having no definition. If they have
one asterisk, one letter must be omitted before entry into the grid. If they have two
astericks, two letters must be omitted before entry. All these are real words and are all
of a kind.
Notes:
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Across

Down

6 Oar part made in proportion (3,4)
7* Love offal (5)

1 Polly heard about property of solid
with straight edges (10)

9* Spoil railway (4)

2** Adrian not right after container (6)

10 Put off maybe astride hen (10)

3 Forbids one from visiting these for
a drink (4)

11 Witches together with worker made
a promise (8)

4 Filleted like a jellyfish (8)

13 Last becomes first to make her sweet
(6)

5 Musical Billy's word is not reliable
(4)

15 Bart makes part of ski lift (1-3)

6 Instrument for Scotsman in river (5)

17** They are attractive (5)

8 Recluse to send drugs around (7)

18* Hundred here some how (4)

12 Some note normal for singer (5)

19 Prank letter contains type of
adornment (6)

14 Change here for Poole, say (6-4)
16 Biz once mixed becomes an acid
(7)

20 Early Engine on the railway - Von
Braun's speciality (8)

17 After transformation I trust a
beginner to be unselfish (8)

23 Board cleaner after bubbles for
making mattress (4,6)

21* Am clear about (6)

26* Penny got up (4)

22 For improved grades a student must

27* Church leaders have initial
responsibility first (5)
28 Look for ekes? (4,3)

Solution to Last Crossword No. 43
All the *clues were vegetables
Across:
6* Lettuce, 7* Chard, 9 Sash, 10 Nineteenth, 11 Below par, 13* Radish, 15 Ogle,
17* Swede, 18 Ease, 19* Potato, 20* Mushroom, 23 Vegetables, 26 Obit, 27 Senna,
28 Crimean.
Down:
1 At the opera, 2* Turnip, 3* Bean, 4 Scot free, 5 Cafe, 6 Lease, 8 Detests, 12 Rheum,
14 Deep rooted, 16 Grocers, 17 Stowaway, 21 Siskin, 22* Onion, 24 Etna, 25 Lock.
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PLEASE REMEMBER
CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS
IN YOUR WILL
CCA’s mission is the advancement of Christian respect and responsibility for the
animal creation with special reference to Catholic teaching and belief.
By producing and distributing educational material within the Catholic Church and
beyond, CCA is changing attitudes towards animals globally and encouraging people
to treat them with love and kindness.
But CCA has limited resources and needs funds to be able to continue with this vital
work. Please consider a bequest to CCA in your will and help to be part of CCA’s
transformational work to develop a more compassionate world for the future.
Thank you!
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CCA MEMBERSHIP FORM
Registered Charity No 231022
Life membership £200; Annual membership £20
Overseas Life Membership £300; Annual Membership £30
Please send the completed page to the Membership Secretary (not your bank):
Sarah Dunning, 43 St John’s Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD17 1QB.
Email: sariae1@googlemail.com
Please circle the appropriate area below
I wish to:
- join
- renew
- become a life member
- donate
Please EITHER send a cheque (made out to ‘CCA’)
OR complete the following Bankers Order Form.
Please tick this box for the Gift Aid scheme if you pay UK Income Tax
or Capital Gains tax. ☐
Bankers Order Form
To (name of your Bank/Building Society)…………………………………………..
Bank’s Address ……………………………………………………………….……..
………………………………………………..Post Code …………………….…….
My account number is………………………..Sort Code ……………………….….

I would like to give the sum of £………….. on the 1st day of each month / year
starting on ……....…/……….… (MONTH / YEAR) until further notice in writing,
to account number 00006345 of Catholic Concern for Animals, at Cafcash
(40-52-40), Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4TA.
NAME & ADDRESS (in block capitals please ) (Rev. / Mr / Mr s / Ms / ….…...)
…………………………………………………………………………………..…..
………………………………………………………………………………….…...
…………………………………………….Post/zip code: ……………………..….
Email address:…………………………………………………………………..…..
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ECUMENICAL ANIMAL
WELFARE RETREAT 2018
Hinsley Hall
Monday 10th September - Thursday 13th September 2018
This three night break offers a relaxing environment for you to enjoy stimulating
speakers, the company of like-minded people and thoughtful liturgies and prayertimes in this peaceful Retreat Centre, set in four acres of attractive landscaped
grounds in Leeds.
The cost is £299.00 with a £50.00 deposit due by the 31st July 2018.
Book now to be sure of a place by contacting Irene Casey
Email: irene.casey@talktalk.net or Tel: 01925 657890
76 their website at www.hinsley-hall.co.uk
For further details about Hinsley Hall, visit

